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Detection of Metastatic Potential in Breast Cancer by RhoC-GTPase and WISP3 Proteins

Abstract:

Breast cancer is the most common type of life-threatening cancer, and the second most common cause of cancer-related deaths of women in the United States. Even though the larger the primary tumor, the greater the likelihood of metastases, this is not always the case. There are many small breast cancers with a highly aggressive and metastatic behavior and discouraging outcome that remain under treated because there is no marker capable of identifying them. In this proposal we will study the utility of detecting RhoC GTPase and WISP3 proteins by immunohistochemistry as biological prognostic markers capable of identifying breast cancers with high propensity to metastasize, independently of tumor size. The impact of this study is that we will develop a clinically useful test to detect which invasive cancers will metastasize, and that will allow clinicians to institute early treatment before the development of metastases. This will impact on patient outcome. We will also study the predictive power of RhoC GTPase and WISP3 expression in the response of breast cancer to farnesyl transferase inhibitors, a new gene-targeted treatment modality for advanced cancers.

Subject Terms:

WISP3, Inflammatory Breast Cancer, RhoC-GTPase, Prognostic Factor
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Introduction

This is the fourth annual report for a project that aims at understanding the clinical utility of RhoC-GTPase and WISP3 proteins in breast cancer patients. These two genes were identified as key genetic determinants of inflammatory breast cancer (IBC). We believe that RhoC GTPase and WISP3 act in concert to determine a highly metastatic breast cancer phenotype, and that they may help identify which invasive breast carcinomas are aggressive from the outset and treat them more appropriately before the development of metastases. Specifically, we aim to determine whether detection of RhoC GTPase and WISP3 proteins in breast cancer tissue samples can identify aggressive tumors. A second goal of our award is to determine the effect of farnesyl transferase inhibitors (FTIs) in RhoC overexpressing xenografts. This award resulted in significant contributions to advance the knowledge of IBC and generate novel hypotheses.

Body

The major advances on this project have been to develop tissue microarrays (TMAs) using invasive breast carcinomas from 236 patients treated at our institution with over 10 years of follow up information, linked to a clinical database, and to better understand the functional significance of the WISP3 gene in Inflammatory Breast Cancer (IBC), to determine the prognostic utility of RhoC protein expression. Furthermore, we have developed and optimized key reagents to test the expression levels of WISP3 in breast cancer tissue samples. We have published several peer-reviewed publications based on these results. Below are brief descriptions of key accomplishments according to the approved statement of work (SOW):

Task 1. To determine whether the concordant alterations of RhoC-GTPase over-expression and WISP3 loss are prognostic indicators and predictors of survival in breast cancer patients. Months 1-24.

a. Identify and retrieve the breast cancer tissue blocks and slides (489 cases total). Months 1-6.
b. Histopathologic study of the cases and selection of adequate tumor areas to construct the tissue microarrays. Categorize the breast cancers according to stage. Months 6-9.
c. Construction of the tissue microarrays, one containing 400 breast cancers of all anatomic stages and the other containing 89 cases of locally advanced breast cancer. Months 9-15.
e. Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical studies and statistical analyses. Months 20-24.

Task 1

a. Identify and retrieve the breast cancer tissue blocks and slides.

By performing a computerized search of the breast cancer database at the Department of Pathology, University of Michigan, using the words “breast” and “cancer” and “breast” and “carcinoma” from
years 1987-1991. We identified 385 consecutive invasive breast cancer patients. Of the 385 cases, 236 cases were available for study. The reasons for this were: 1. unavailability of tissue slides or blocks, and 2. primary resection performed at a referring institution.

In addition, 60 cases of locally advanced breast cancer, of which 30 are inflammatory breast cancers, and 30 are stage matched, non-inflammatory breast cancer were identified from the pathology files.

b. **Histopathologic study of the cases and selection of adequate tumor areas to construct the tissue microarrays. Categorize the breast cancers according to stage.**

The P.I. reviewed all the hematoxylin and eosin stained sections from all these cases and annotated the pathologic characteristics of each tumor using the following template:

**Summary for Invasive Carcinomas.**

| Greatest dimension of invasive carcinoma (microscopic): | cm |
| Involvement of surgical margin: | Positive (at ink) | Close (<= 0.2 cm) |
| | Negative (>0.2 cm) | |
| If margin positive: | Single focus | Multiple foci |
| If margin close: | Single focus | Multiple foci |
| Histopathological grade (Elton and Ellis): | 1 | 2 | 3 |
| Positive lymph nodes /total lymph nodes: | / |
| Highest axillary node positive: | Yes | No | N/A |
| Extranodal extension: | Yes | No | N/A |
| Extensive DCIS: | Yes | No | N/A |
| DCIS > 25% of tumor: | Yes | No | |
| Extratumoral DCIS: | Yes | No | |
| Microcalcifications: | None | within inv/DCIS | within benign ducts |
| Hormonal receptors: ER: | POS | NEG | PR: POS | NEG |
| Her2neu overexpression: | POS (2+ 3+) | NEG |

**Development of a breast cancer database**

We developed a relational database in Microsoft Access to store the pathological and clinical information. The idea behind this decision was to be able to link the results of the TMA scoring with the patient pathological and clinical information. Clinical and treatment information was extracted by chart review, performed with IRB approval. The P.I. was involved in all steps of the database design and development, and learned how to perform database queries.

c. **Construction of the tissue microarrays**

We have now constructed six high density tissue microarrays (TMAs) to characterize WISP3 and RhoC expression in a wide range of normal breast and breast disease, and to study associations between expression of these proteins and patient outcome.

In order to construct the tissue arrays, the P.I. reviewed all cases histologically and selected the areas to array. At least three different areas of the tumors were selected and at least three tissue cores (0.6 mm in diameter) were sampled from each donor block. TMAs are assembled using the manual tissue puncher/array (Beecher Instruments). This instrument consists of thin-walled stainless steel needles.
with an inner diameter of approximately 600 µm and stylet used to transfer and empty the needle contents. The assembly is held in an X-Y position guide that is manually adjusted by digital micrometers. Small biopsies are retrieved from selected regions of donor tissue and are precisely arrayed in a new paraffin block. Cores are inserted into a 45 x 20 x 12 mm recipient block and spaced at a distance of 0.8 mm apart.

d. **Immunohistochemical analysis for RhoC-GTPase and WISP3 proteins, and other markers (ER, PR, HER2/neu, Ki-67, microvessel density and apoptosis).**

We have optimized the conditions for immunohistochemistry for the anti-RhoC antibody and applied it to the constructed TMAs successfully. We used 1:400 dilution of antibody incubated overnight, and microwave antigen retrieval.

We have also developed a specific polyclonal antibody against WISP3 using the following peptides

Ac-CGAKGGK-CONH2
Ac-CPEGRPG-CONH2

After evaluating 4 different anti-WISP3 antibodies, we selected the one that worked better for Western blot and gave a specific band (shown below).

- Immunohistochemical analysis for RhoC-GTPase and WISP3 proteins, and other markers (ER, PR, HER2/neu, Ki-67, microvessel density and apoptosis).

We have optimized the conditions for immunohistochemistry for the anti-WISP3 antibody and have applied it to the TMAs successfully. We use the antibody at 1:100 dilution, with 60 minutes incubation and microwave antigen retrieval. Figure 2 show examples of the tissues microarray samples stained with anti-WISP3 antibody. We have also stained the TMAs for estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor and HER-2/neu.

- Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical studies and statistical analyses.

I evaluated the immunohistochemistry for RhoC, ER, PR and HER-2/neu in all the TMAs, and with the assistance of Kent Griffith, the biostatistician, have analyzed the results which are shown below. I am in the process of evaluating the immunohistochemistry for WISP3, to explore its clinical relevance.
Below is the summary of our RhoC analyses, which are the subject of a manuscript that is in press in Breast Cancer Research and Treatment (see appendix).

We found that RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression. All samples of normal breast epithelium had negative to weak staining, whereas staining intensity increased in hyperplasia, DCIS, invasive carcinoma, and metastases (Kruskal-Wallis p<0.001). RhoC expression was associated with negative ER expression and worse histologic grade. The table below show the associations between RhoC expression and clinical and pathologic features. In patients with invasive carcinoma, high RhoC expression was an independent predictor of death from breast cancer, and of local-recurrence free survival. The hazard ratio for local recurrence for patients with high RhoC levels as compared with those with low RhoC levels was 2.37, with a 95% confidence interval of 1.18-4.77 (p=0.015), Figure 3.

Our preliminary studies show that RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression and RhoC protein levels in tumor tissue, as measured by immunohistochemistry, are strongly associated with survival and local recurrence in patients with breast cancer. This not only extends our initial observations (Kleer et al, Am J Pathol 2002 Feb;160(2):579-84), but also suggests that RhoC may have a role in the local invasiveness and progression of breast carcinoma. Our studies suggest that RhoC protein levels may be first altered in carcinoma in situ, the precursor of invasive carcinoma. Clinically, our retrospective study suggests that RhoC levels may prove useful after further validation, to identify patients with breast cancer that are likely to recur locally.

These data were recently published in Breast Cancer Research and Treatment (Kleer, C.G., Griffith, K., Sabel, M.S., Van Golen, K.L., Gallagher, G., Wu, Z.F., and Merajver, S.D. RhoC-

**Task 2.** To define the role of Rho-GTPase and WISP3 in the clinical setting as independent predictors of survival in patients with locally advanced breast cancer. Months 24-36.

a. Histopathologic study of 89 cases of locally advanced breast cancer that were previously retrieved from the pathology files (first 6 months). Selection of adequate areas to construct the tissue microarray. Months 24-27.


c. Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical stains and statistical analyses. Months 33-36.

**Task 2.**

a. Histopathologic study of 89 cases of locally advanced breast cancer that were previously retrieved from the pathology files (first 6 months). Selection of adequate areas to construct the tissue microarray. Months 24-27.

So far, we have identified 60 cases of locally advanced breast cancer, of which 30 are inflammatory breast cancers, and 30 are stage matched, non-inflammatory breast cancer were identified from the pathology files. We evaluated them histologically and chose the areas to construct a TMA.


We have constructed a TMA with these tissues, and stained them for RhoC, ER, PR and HER-2/neu. We have stained the TMA for WISP3 as well and are in the process of evaluating the immunohistochemical results.

e. Interpretation and grading of the immunohistochemical stains and statistical analyses. Months 33-36.

RhoC, ER, PR and Her-2/neu stains have been evaluated and analyzed in conjunction with Task 1. We are in the process of interpreting the immunohistochemical results for WISP3 staining in this group as well. We have evaluated RhoC expression on these tissues, as well as on 5 punch biopsies from the skin from patients with a typical clinical presentation of IBC. RhoC was elevated in nearly all of these samples.

In addition, through a collaboration with my mentor on this award, Dr. Sofia D. Merajver and Dr. Amr Soliman from the School of Public Health at the University of Michigan, we have evaluated the histological features and RhoC expression of 20 samples of IBC from Egypt, where there is an increased incidence of IBC.

Preliminarily, we have found that the Egyptian IBC cases contain a significantly higher number of tumor emboli in the dermal lymphatics than the cases from US. Furthermore, RhoC was markedly
increased in the Egyptian IBC cases when compared to US cases. We will also determine WISP3 expression on these samples. We are in the process of analyzing these data and preparing a manuscript.

**Task 3.** To study in detail the *in vivo* effect of WISP3 loss in modulating the response of invasive breast carcinomas with RhoC-GTPase over-expression to farnesyl transferase inhibitors. Months 24-36.

a. Prepare a panel of cell lines (SUM149 wt, SUM149/WISP3, HME/RhoC, SUM185 wt and MCF10AT wt). Since all these cell lines have been prepared in our preliminary work, getting them ready for injection with take approximately 3 weeks. Month 25-26.


d. Analysis of the immunostains. Months 32-34.

e. Statistical analyses. Months 34-36.

We have not yet initiated the experiments in Task 3. They will commence this year.

In addition to the Tasks, we have performed seminal work in understanding WISP3 function, and how WISP3 and RhoC may cooperate to determine a highly aggressive inflammatory breast cancer phenotype, as well as identified new breast cancer biomarkers.

1. We found that **WISP3 modulates RhoC expression** in HME cells and in the IBC cell line SUM149. This provides further evidence in support that these two genes act in concert to give rise to the highly aggressive IBC phenotype. We propose a model of this interaction as a starting point for further investigations. We have included this published manuscript in the appendix (Kleer, C.G., Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., Gallagher, G., Wu, M., Wu, Z.F., and Merajver, S.D. WISP3 and RhoC Guanosine Triphosphatase Cooperate in the Development of inflammatory Breast Cancer. *Breast Cancer Research* 6(2):R110-5, 2004.)

2. We have also made an important contribution by elucidating that **WISP3 is a secreted protein and that it modulates IGF signaling.** This work is seminal, as no other tumor suppressor gene has ever been defined specifically for Inflammatory Breast Cancer (Kleer, C.G., Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., and Merajver, S.D. WISP3 is a Secreted Tumor Suppressor Protein That Modulates IGF Signaling in inflammatory Breast Cancer. *Neoplasia* 6(2):179-85, 2004.). In this work, we found that WISP3 is secreted into the conditioned media and into the lumens of normal breast ducts. Once secreted, WISP3 was able to decrease, directly or through induction of other molecule(s), the IGF-1-induced activation of the IGF-IR, and two of its main downstream signaling molecules, IRS1 and ERK-1/2 in SUM149 IBC cells. Furthermore, WISP3 containing conditioned media decreased the growth rate of SUM149 cells. This work sheds light into the mechanism of WISP3 function by demonstrating that it is secreted, and that once in the extracellular media it induces a series of molecular events that lead to modulation of IGF-IR signaling pathways and cellular growth in IBC cells.

3. We have also established a stable siRNA inhibition of WISP3 expression in human mammary epithelial cells (HME) and characterized its functions. We found that **WISP3 inhibition resulted in epithelial to
mesenchymal transition of HME cells and induced motility and invasion. Moreover, these cells were more sensitive to the growth and proliferative effects of IGF-1 in the medium. These experiments suggest that WISP3 may be a key regulator of IGF-1 effects in HME cells. We have published this paper in Breast Cancer Research (Zhang, Y., Pan, Q., Zhong, H., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Inhibition of CCN6 (WISP3) Expression Promotes Neoplastic Transformation and Enhances the Effects of IGF-1 on Breast Epithelial Cells. Breast Cancer Research 7(6):R1080-9, 2005.) We were invited to write a review article on this topic in a special edition on EMT of Cells Tissues Organs journal.

4. We have also identified that EZH2 is a marker of aggressive breast cancer and that it promotes the neoplastic transformation of human mammary epithelial cells (Kleer CG, Cao Q, Varambally S, Shen R, Ota I, Tomlins SA, Ghosh D, Sewalt, RG, Otte AP, Hayes DF, Sabel MS, Livant D, Weiss SJ, Rubin MA and Chinnaiyan AM. EZH2 is a Marker of Aggressive Breast Cancer and Promotes Neoplastic Transformation of Breast Epithelial Cells. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 100(20): 11606-11, 2003). For this study, we used the tissue microarrays constructed and stained them using a polyclonal antibody for EZH2, a transcriptional repressor. We found that EZH2 expression was an independent factor that predicts death from breast cancer. We have included a copy reprint of this paper in the appendix section.

5. Furthermore, we found that EZH2 overexpression impairs DNA repair in breast epithelial cells and that this could be a mechanisms for neoplastic transformation (Zeidler, M., Varambally, S., Cao, Q., Chinnaiyan, A.M., Ferguson, D.O., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. The Polycomb Group Protein EZH2 Impairs DNA Repair in Human Mammary Epithelial Cells. Neoplasia 7(11):1011-9, 2005. Featured article and Cover.)

6. Very recently we identified that EZH2 is elevated in benign appearing breast lobules in women with increased risk of breast cancer, and may serve as a novel molecular marker to detect neoplastic progression in the breast before the appearance of histological atypia. This work was published in Cancer Research (Ding, L., Erdmann, C., Chinnaiyan, A.M., Merajver, S.D., and Kleer, C.G. Identification of EZH2 as a Molecular Marker for a Precancerous State in Morphologically Normal Breast Tissues. Cancer Research 66(8):4095-9, 2006. Selected as a Cancer Research Highlight.) In addition, we were invited to write a review article on this topic in Cancer Research that was just accepted.

7. We recently found that RhoC-GTPase protein is elevated in squamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck that develop lymph node metastasis. This work was just accepted for publication in Clinical Cancer Research (Kleer, C.G., Teknos, T.N., Islam, M., Marcus, B., Lee, J.S.J., Pan, Q., and Merajver, S.D. RhoC-GTPase Expression as a Potential Marker of Lymph Node Metastasis in Squamous Cell Carcinomas of the Head and Neck. Clinical Cancer Research, in Press.)

In summary, this Award helped us complete several manuscripts dealing with key aspects of WISP3 and RhoC expression in breast cancer. We have developed key reagents and resources that will enable us to move forward in testing their clinical usefulness. We have also completed a major effort in understanding the function of WISP3 gene as it contributes to the inflammatory breast cancer phenotype.
Key Research Accomplishments

- Constructed four high density tissue microarrays
- Developed a relational database with the patient information
- Generated and tested a polyclonal antibody against WISP3
- Validation of RhoC as a novel tissue biomarker that predicts local recurrence and survival in patients with breast cancer.
- Discovered that increased RhoC expression in head and neck cancer is associated with positive lymph nodes.
- Investigated the mechanisms of cooperation between RhoC and WISP3 in determining the inflammatory breast cancer phenotype.
- Elucidated that WISP3 is a secreted protein and that it modulates IGF-I signaling cascade in inflammatory breast cancer
- Discovered that WISP3 inhibition in HME cells leads to epithelial to mesenchymal transition, and triggers invasion and motility.
- Discovered that EZH2 is a marker of aggressive breast cancer and that it promotes neoplastic transformation of mammary epithelial cells.
- Discovered that increased EZH2 in normal breast epithelium is a molecular marker of increased breast cancer risk.
- Discovered that EZH2 overexpression in the mammary epithelium impairs the ability to repair DNA and causes aneuploidy.

Training component of the Award
During this year, the P.I. has had a significant learning opportunity was to direct and work closely with the statistician to perform survival analyses for RhoC and for EZH2. In the laboratory, the P.I. learned how to design hairpin siRNA and develop stable cell lines lacking WISP3 expression. She learned how to interpret the experiments conducted that revealed that loss of WISP3 results in epithelial to mesenchymal transition and down regulation of E-cadherin. The P.I. attended and presented data at the annual meeting of the United States and Canadian Academy of Pathology in Atlanta, the Era of Hope meeting in Philadelphia, PA, the International Symposium in Breast Cancer in Tianjin, China (invited speaker). She presented the findings of her research at the Beijing institute of biotechnology (invited), gave hematology/oncology grand rounds at Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, and at the Centennial Celebration at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN (invited speaker). She also presented her data at the Pathology Research Symposium and at the Breast Care Educational Forum at the University of Michigan. She also participated in the monthly meetings of the University of Michigan Breast Oncology Program to discuss research projects.

Reportable Outcomes
We are in a position to report that RhoC over expression is an early marker of aggressive breast cancers, even when they are small, and that it is a promising marker of prognosis and local recurrence in patients with breast cancer.
We can state that WISP3 is able to ameliorate the highly malignant features of inflammatory breast cancer. Specifically, WISP3 has growth and angiogenic inhibitory functions, at least in part though modulating IGF-receptor signaling pathways.
We can state that EZH2 is a marker of aggressive breast cancer, and that it can predict prognosis.
Research Manuscripts published for the period 2005-2006:


**Abstracts (2005-2006):**


Conclusion
We are encouraged by our progress. We want to move forward and test the clinical utility of WISP3 and in combination with RhoC and other markers, in detecting aggressive breast cancer phenotypes before they develop metastases. We also wish to explore the relationship between WISP3 and the IGF-receptor pathway in more depth. These are the directions we are moving on for this year.
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Identification of GATA3 as a Breast Cancer Prognostic Marker by Global Gene Expression Meta-analysis
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Abstract
GATA binding protein 3 (GATA3) is a transcriptional activator highly expressed by the luminal epithelial cells in the breast. Here we did a meta-analysis of the available breast cancer cDNA data sets on a cohort of 305 patients and found that GATA3 was one of the top genes with low expression in invasive carcinomas with poor clinical outcome. To validate its prognostic utility, we did a tissue microarray analysis on a cohort of 139 consecutive invasive carcinomas (n = 417 tissue samples) immunostained with a monoclonal antibody against GATA3. Low GATA3 expression was associated with higher histologic grade (P < 0.001), positive nodes (P = 0.002), larger tumor size (P = 0.03), negative estrogen receptor and progesterone receptor (P < 0.001 for both), and HER2-neu overexpression (P = 0.03). Patients whose tumors expressed low GATA3 had significantly shorter overall and disease-free survival when compared with those whose tumors had high GATA3 levels. The hazard ratio of metastasis or recurrence according to the GATA3 status was 0.31 (95% confidence interval, 0.13-0.74; P = 0.009). Cox multivariate analysis showed that GATA3 had independent prognostic significance above and beyond conventional variables. Our data suggest that immunohistochemical analysis of GATA3 may be the basis for a new clinically applicable test to predict tumor recurrence early in the progression of breast cancer. (Cancer Res 2005; 65(24): 1-6)

Introduction
Adjuvant systemic therapy has contributed to the reduction in mortality observed in the Western world over the last 15 years. A major problem in clinical oncology is distinguishing those patients most likely to recur, and therefore most likely to benefit from adjuvant systemic therapy, from those with a sufficiently favorable prognosis that they might forego adjuvant systemic therapy to avoid toxicity. This highlights the need for novel molecular predictors of tumor behavior at the time of diagnosis that can be implemented in the clinic.

By applying a two-stage Bayesian mixture modeling strategy, our group was able to develop a meta-signature predictive of disease-free survival in breast cancer patients (1). GATA binding protein 3 (GATA3), a transcriptional activator, emerged as one of the top genes with low expression in the meta-signature.

Note: R. Mehra and S. Varambally contributed equally to this work. A.M. Chinnaiyan and C.G. Kleer share senior authorship.
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construct a TMA (n = 417 tissue microarray samples) using a manual arrayer as previously described (12). Each tumor was sampled in triplicate to account for tumor heterogeneity. Outcome information was obtained by chart review (M.S.S.) with IRB approval. The median duration of follow-up time was 8.9 years (range, 44 days-17 years). Clinicopathologic variables were assessed using well-established criteria (13).

Immunohistochemistry, digital image capture, and analysis. Immunohistochemistry was done on the TMA using standard biotin-avidin complex technique and a mouse monoclonal antibody against GATA3 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) at 1:100 dilution as previously described (4). GATA3 was evaluated at least thrice for each microarray element and at least nine times for each tumor using a previously validated Web-based tool (TMA Profiler, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; ref. 14). GATA3 expression was scored blindly and independently by two surgical pathologists (C.G.K. and R.M.) as negative (score = 1), weak (2), moderate (3), and strong (4) on the basis of the intensity of staining and the percentage of tumor cells stained using a system that has been validated previously (15). The median value of all measurements from a patient was used for subsequent analysis. High GATA3 expression was defined as a median intensity of >2.5 and low GATA3 was defined as a median intensity of ≤2.5.

Statistical analyses. Statistical analyses were done using SAS (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) software by the biostatisticians in the study (R.S. and D.G.). GATA3 expression was dichotomized into low staining (median score ≤ 2.5) and high staining (median score > 2.5). No data-based optimization of the cut point was done. Associations between the GATA3 score and clinicopathologic features were assessed using \( \chi^2 \) tests for \( 2 \times 2 \) table analysis and Wilcoxon rank-sum test for \( 2 \times n \) comparisons. Overall survival time and time to breast cancer specific mortality were calculated from the date of surgery until the subjects’ date of death or date of death due to breast cancer, respectively. Patients experiencing competing events were censored at the date of the competing event. Treatment failures included local recurrence and regional or distant metastases. Patients not experiencing failure events were censored on their last date of follow-up or date of death. Univariate associations were assessed using the log-rank test and the product-limit method of Kaplan and Meier. The Cox proportional hazards model was used to determine the best multivariate model of disease applied to variables including GATA3 protein expression, histologic grade, tumor size, lymph node status, angiolymphatic invasion, and ER, PR, and HER2 status. Associations with disease-free survival and overall survival were assessed for each variable. To determine the influence of multiple variables simultaneously, a multivariate Cox proportional hazards model was applied to the clinical variables and GATA3. Wald's test was used to determine statistical significance in the Cox models.

Results

Meta-analysis of breast cancer data sets identifies GATA3 as a prognostic marker. GATA3 mRNA expression was analyzed independently and by doing a meta-analysis of the four available data sets comprising a cohort of 305 patients containing data on...
the expression levels of 2,555 genes. GATA3 expression was associated with survival in one of the four cDNA data sets when analyzed independently; however, a strong association was found when all the data sets were combined in the meta-analysis (log-rank $P = 0.002$; Fig. 1A). The levels of GATA3 transcript were significantly lower in invasive carcinomas that metastasized when compared with invasive carcinomas that did not metastasize. These results are in line with published data showing that the mixture modeling approach we used unifies disparate gene expression data on a common probability scale and allows for robust, interstudy-validated prognostic signatures (1). Furthermore, GATA3 levels were significantly lower in the subset of ER-negative invasive carcinomas ($P < 0.0001$) and in invasive carcinomas of high histologic grade ($P < 0.0001$; Fig. 1B).

GATA3 protein expression in breast cancer tissues. To validate the mRNA results, we did Western blots using a monoclonal antibody specific for GATA3 on nine randomly selected invasive carcinomas of the breast. We found that four had moderate to high GATA3 levels whereas five had low GATA3. As seen in Fig. 2A, in invasive carcinomas, low GATA3 protein was associated with negative ER status and high GATA3 was associated with positive ER. Furthermore, we determined the GATA3 expression of four breast cell lines with known ER status: ER-positive MCF-7 and ER-negative MDA-MB-231, HME, and MCF-10A cells. In the cell lines, GATA3 levels were also associated with the ER expression. Immunofluorescence showed crisp GATA3 expression exclusively in the nucleus of cancer cells, consistent with its function (Fig. 2B). Using TMAs, we next evaluated the expression of

Figure 2. GATA3 protein expression in breast cancer. A, using a monoclonal antibody for GATA3 (sc-269), immunoblot analysis showed expression of GATA3 in nine invasive carcinomas of the breast. Two previously described bands (4, 19) at ~49 and 23 kDa are seen. GATA3 expression was associated with the ER status of the invasive carcinomas. Right, GATA3 expression in breast cell lines. Note the association with ER status. $\alpha$-Actin and $\beta$-tubulin were used to control for equal loading. B, immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy revealed that GATA3 protein is localized to the nucleus of cancer cells. Green, GATA3; red, E-cadherin; blue, 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. Left, invasive carcinoma positive for GATA3; right, invasive carcinoma negative for GATA3. C, GATA3 protein expression was evaluated using a high-density tissue microarray. GATA3 protein expression was readily identified in cancer cell nuclei and ranged from negative to strong in different cases of invasive breast cancer (>100).
GATA3 protein in a wide range of breast tissues (139 patients, n = 417 samples) to characterize its expression in situ by immunohistochemistry. GATA3 protein expression was observed in the nucleus (Fig. 2C) as previously reported (4).

Using our breast cancer TMA and a specific anti-GATA3 antibody, we were in the position to evaluate clinical and pathology associations of GATA3 protein levels in breast cancer. In patient cohort (n = 139), 129 had complete follow-up information. Clinical and pathologic characteristics are shown in Supplementary Table S1. The median age of the patients was 58.5 years (range, 29-93 years). The 3-, 5-, and 10-year disease-specific survival rates were 74%, 68%, and 64%, respectively. Low GATA3 expression was associated with larger tumor size (Wilcoxon test, P = 0.03) and the presence of axillary lymph node metastasis (Kruskal-Wallis test, P = 0.002). Low GATA3 levels were also associated with higher histologic grade (Kruskal-Wallis test, P < 0.001), negative ER and PR (Wilcoxon test, P < 0.001 for both), and HER-2/neu overexpression (Wilcoxon test, P = 0.03; Supplementary Table S2). The TMA analyses confirmed the breast cancer cDNA expression data showing a significant reduction of GATA3 expression levels in patients with worse outcome.

As expected, at the univariate level, lymph node status, tumor size, and histologic tumor grade were associated with disease-specific and overall survival (Table 1). PR was inversely associated with outcome. We found a strong association between GATA3 and survival. Low GATA3 protein levels were associated with a shorter disease-free interval and a high probability of death (Fig. 3A and B).

The 10-year disease-free survival for patients with invasive cancers expressing low GATA3 levels was 55% and, by contrast, for high levels of GATA3, 84% (log-rank P = 0.005). The hazard ratio of metastasis or recurrence according to the GATA3 status was 0.31 [95% confidence interval (95% CI), 0.13-0.74; P = 0.009]. Furthermore, low GATA3 expression was associated with disease-specific survival in patients with lymph node–negative disease (log-rank P = 0.02; Fig. 3C).

Despite the strong association between GATA3 and ER expression in breast carcinomas, we noted that there is a group of ER-positive tumors expressing low GATA3. We hypothesized that GATA3 levels may have prognostic value in patients with ER-positive tumors. Of the 83 ER-positive invasive carcinomas in our consecutive patient cohort, 38 (45.8%) had high and 45 (54.2%) had low GATA3 expression. Patients with high GATA3 had uniformly good prognosis. However, low GATA3 characterized a subset of ER-positive invasive carcinomas with a higher rate of recurrence and/or metastasis (log-rank P = 0.04; Fig. 3D). The prognostic value of GATA3 was independent of hormonal treatment as it was significantly associated with outcome in ER-positive patients treated with tamoxifen and those that did not receive tamoxifen (Supplementary Fig. S1).

The best multivariable model predictive of disease-specific survival showed that low GATA3 was a strong independent predictor of outcome providing survival information above other prognostic features, with a hazard ratio of 0.12 (95% CI, 0.01-1.01; P = 0.05; Table 1). The risk of recurrence for GATA3 low cases was eight times higher than that of the risk for GATA3 high cases.

### Discussion

We validated the expression of GATA3 independently in the four previously published available cDNA databases and characterized its expression in a cohort of consecutive invasive carcinomas, with the aim of defining its role as a novel breast cancer prognostic biomarker. At the univariate level, GATA3 protein, tumor size, the presence of axillary lymph node metastases, histologic tumor grade, and PR status were associated with survival. Multivariable Cox regression analysis showed that low GATA3 expression was an independent predictor of outcome. These findings support the potential clinical utility of incorporating GATA3 into clinical nomograms to help determine the risk of cancer progression.

The promising prognostic utility of GATA3 in breast cancer patients has been suggested by analyses of published breast tumor microarray data (4, 16, 17). We provide a validation of those results derived from individual data sets. By doing a meta-analysis, we unified disparate gene expression data on a common probability scale, thus providing a robust interstudy validation of GATA3 expression as a prognostic marker. Our results further strengthen the value of the mixture model based data transformation in the identification and cross-validation of biomarkers across cDNA data sets which are based on different experimental platforms.

We found that GATA3 expression was strongly associated with ER expression and with the histologic grade of the carcinomas, a measure of differentiation. In DNA microarray analyses, GATA3 was associated with the expression of ER and of a subset of genes important for breast luminal cell differentiation including LIV-1, RERG, and TFF3 (2–4). Our data support these observations and suggest a role for GATA3 in maintaining a differentiated state in breast cells. We found a strong association between GATA3 and ER expression at the mRNA and protein levels. Recently, Usary et al. (4) reported a strong association between GATA3 and ER in normal breast luminal epithelial cells and discovered mutations of GATA3 near the highly conserved second zinc-finger domain required for DNA binding in breast cancers and in the MCF-7 breast cancer cell line, which suggested that GATA3 is expressed in normal

### Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Hazard ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Univariate analysis of disease-free survival</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATA3</td>
<td>0.31 (0.13-0.74)</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histologic grade</td>
<td>2.28 (1.28-4.05)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>0.55 (0.30-1.02)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>0.45 (0.24-0.84)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER-2/neu</td>
<td>1.12 (0.50-2.53)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>3.67 (1.98-6.82)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph node (0, 1-3, 4+)</td>
<td>2.29 (1.52-3.46)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (&gt;2 vs ≤2 cm)</td>
<td>2.84 (1.37-5.85)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Multivariate Cox model of disease-free survival</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATA3</td>
<td>0.12 (0.01-1.01)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histologic grade</td>
<td>1.56 (0.59-4.15)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>1.10 (0.33-3.65)</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>0.62 (0.18-2.08)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER-2/neu</td>
<td>1.36 (0.42-4.38)</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>2.28 (0.94-5.54)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph node (0, 1-3, 4+)</td>
<td>1.39 (0.44-4.37)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (&gt;2 vs ≤2 cm)</td>
<td>1.99 (0.76-5.21)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: PR, progesterone receptor; ALI, angiolymphatic invasion.
mammary epithelium and that decreased expression due to mutation or deletion may contribute to breast cancer development.

Despite genomic coexpression of ER and GATA3 transcription factors in breast cancer, estrogens do not regulate GATA3 (3). Although the gene for ER is not induced by GATA3, it has been suggested that GATA3 variants may contribute to tumorigenesis in ER-positive tumors (4). In our study, we identified a group of ER-positive invasive carcinomas that have low GATA3 protein levels. Furthermore, GATA3 was able to uncover a group of ER-positive invasive carcinomas with worse clinical outcome who developed tumor recurrence and/or metastases independently of hormonal treatment. GATA3 was able to predict outcome in patients with ER-positive tumors regardless of whether or not they received hormone treatment, which may have clinical implications. Future studies will test the model developed in this study to confirm these initial observations.

Furthermore, GATA3 protein levels were able to discern which node-negative patients develop tumor recurrence or metastases from those who do not. These results suggest that detection of GATA3 protein may be useful in supplying additional power to delineate prognosis in node-negative breast cancer patients. In the future, this may pave the way to tailor the aggressiveness of therapies to molecular profiles that include GATA3.

By interrogating 29 cancer microarray data sets for evidence of differential expression of GATA3 transcript in benign and malignant tissues using Oncomine 2.0 (18), GATA3 was elevated in several carcinomas including lung \((P = 0.002)\), prostate \((P = 0.003)\), pancreas \((P = 0.046)\), liver \((P < 0.0001)\), endometrium \((P = 0.004)\), adenoid cystic carcinoma of salivary gland \((P < 0.0001)\), and diffuse large B-cell lymphomas \((P = 0.007)\). These microarray studies suggest a role of GATA3 in several human tumor types.

In summary, we show that GATA3 is a promising novel prognostic biomarker in breast cancer. Our retrospective studies suggest that GATA3 levels may be used to identify patients with ER-positive and lymph node–negative breast cancer with a more aggressive phenotype, thereby enhancing our prognostic knowledge. Although our results are promising, they need to be validated in relationship to outcome in the context of controlled clinical trials. If confirmed, application of GATA3 immunohistochemical analysis will be technically straightforward and clinically useful.
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Abstract

Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is the most lethal form of locally advanced breast cancer. We have found that WISP3 is lost in 80% of human IBC tumors and that it has growth- and angiogenesis-inhibitory functions in breast cancer in vitro and in vivo. WISP3 is a cysteine-rich, putatively secreted protein that belongs to the CCN family. It contains a signal peptide at the N-terminus and four highly conserved motifs. Here, for the first time, we investigate the function of WISP3 protein in relationship to its structural features. We found that WISP3 is secreted into the conditioned media and into the lumens of normal breast ducts. Once secreted, WISP3 was able to decrease, directly or through induction of other molecule(s), the IGF-1-induced activation of the IGF-IR, and two of its main downstream signaling molecules, IRS1 and ERK-1/2, in SUM149 IBC cells. Furthermore, WISP3 containing conditioned media decreased the growth rate of SUM149 cells. This work sheds light into the mechanism of WISP3 function by demonstrating that it is secreted and that, once in the extracellular media, it induces a series of molecular events that leads to modulation of IGF-IR signaling pathways and cellular growth in IBC cells.
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Introduction

Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is the most lethal form of locally advanced breast cancer[1,2]. It is also a very distinct clinical and pathological type of carcinoma. Clinically, patients present with what has been classically termed "peau d'orange," characterized by skin thickening and dimpling, also with nodularity, erythema, and, often, nipple retraction [1–4]. IBC is highly angiogenic and angioinvasive. Clusters of malignant cells invade the dermal lymphatics, forming tumor emboli that likely cause the clinical symptoms, and disseminate to distant sites [1].

In our previous work, we found that WISP3 is lost in 80% of human IBC tumors and is a key genetic determinant of the IBC phenotype [5]. WISP3 has growth-, invasion-, and angiogenesis-inhibitory functions in IBC in vitro and in vivo [6]. WISP3 is a member of the CCN family of proteins, which also includes connective tissue growth factor (CTGF), Cyr61, Nov, WISP1, and WISP2 [7,8]. A putatively secreted protein with a secretory signal peptide at the NH2-terminus, WISP3 contains 36 conserved cysteine residues that are organized into four highly conserved modules: 1) a motif associated with insulin-like growth factor binding protein (IGFBP) (GCGCCXXC); 2) a von Willebrand type C–like motif; 3) a thrombospondin 1 module; and 4) a carboxyl-terminal domain putatively involved in dimerization [8,9]. The role of each of these conserved domains in the function of the CCN proteins, in general, and of WISP3, in particular, remains to be elucidated.

IGF-I and its major receptor, IGF-IR, play an important role in normal breast biology and in the development of breast cancer [10–13]. A large body of work implicates the IGF family in breast cancer progression. High concentrations of IGF-I in serum are associated with increased mammographic density (one of the strongest predictors of breast cancer risk), and also reliably predict increased breast cancer risk specifically in premenopausal women [14]. In vitro, IGF-I is a strong mitogen for human breast cancer cells and has been found in the epithelial and stromal component of breast cancers [13]. High expression of IGF-IR has been demonstrated in most primary human breast cancers when compared to normal or benign breast tissues, and hyperactivation of IGF-IR in breast cancer has been linked to increased radioresistance and cancer recurrence at the primary site [13,15,16]. High levels of IRS-1, a major signaling molecule downstream of the IGF-IR, correlate with tumor size and shorter disease-free survival in ER+ breast cancer patients [17,18]. Based on the protein sequence of WISP3 and the important role of IGF signaling in breast cancer, we hypothesized that WISP3 is secreted into the extracellular medium and that the growth-inhibitory effect of
WISP3 in IBC may be dependent, at least in part, on modulation of IGF-I signaling. To test this hypothesis, we investigated the downstream effects of WISP3 starting at the IGF-IR receptor and signaling pathway. Here, we demonstrate that WISP3 is a secreted protein and that, once in the conditioned media, it can effectively modulate IGF-IR activation and its signaling cascade and the cellular growth of IBC cells.

Materials and Methods

Cell Culture and Transfections

SUM149 cells derive from a primary IBC that has lost WISP3 expression [6,19]. SUM149 cells and their transfecants were cultured in Ham’s F-12 media supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS), hydrocortisone (1 µg/ml), insulin (5 µg/ml), fungizone (2.5 µg/ml), gentamycin (5 µg/ml), and penicillinstreptomycin (100 µg/ml each), at 37°C under 10% CO₂. HEK-293 cells derived from human embryonic kidney epithelial cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing 10% FBS. SUM149 and HEK-293 cells were transfected with His-tagged (pDNA 3.1/V5-HIS TOPO TA expression vector; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and Flag-tagged (pFlag-CMV vector; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) full-length WISP3 cDNA, and clonal cell lines were established as described previously[6]. Control cell lines were generated by transfecting the SUM149 and HEK-293 cell lines with the empty vectors. The inserts were confirmed by sequencing. Cells were incubated in serum-free medium. WISP3 and control conditioned media were collected 3 days later. The conditioned media were cleared of cell debris by centrifugation, and concentrated 10-fold through a Centriplus YM-10 column (Millipore, Bedford, MA) before use.

IGF-I Stimulation

Seventy percent confluent SUM149 cells were shifted to serum-free medium. After 24 hours of starvation, the cells were cultured in WISP3 and control conditioned media for 24 hours. Subsequently, SUM149 cells were stimulated with 20 ng/ml human recombinant IGF-I (Upstate Biotechnology Inc., Lake Placid, NY) for 15 minutes.

Immunoprecipitation and Western Blotting

Cells were lysed in lysis buffer composed of 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.25% sodium deoxycholate, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM Na₃VO₄, 1 mM PMSF, and 1 µg/ml aprotinin. The lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 14,000g for 10 minutes. A total of 500 µg of cell lysates was incubated with 1 µg/ml anti–IGF-IR mAb (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA) overnight at 4°C. Immune complexes were precipitated by adding 50 µl of protein A/G plus agarose bead slurry for 2 hours. The agarose beads were collected and washed three times with ice-cold lysis buffer, and resuspended in 25 µl of 2 × Laemmli sample buffer for sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Fifty micrograms of protein extract was separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred onto a PVDF membrane (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). The precipitated IGF-IR was detected with anti–IGF-IR β subunit polyclonal Ab (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA). Tyrosine phosphorylation of immunoprecipitated IGF-IR was assessed with anti–phosphotyrosine mAB PY20 (Transduction Laboratories, Lexington, KY). Total IGF-IR, phosphorylated and total IRS1, and ERK-1/2 were measured with appropriate antibodies (Transduction Laboratories; Upstate Biotechnology Inc.). WISP3 expression was confirmed by Western blot using a polyclonal anti–WISP3 antibody (gift from Dr. Warman) and an antibody against the HIS tag (Invitrogen). The protein bands were visualized using enhanced chemiluminescence (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ). All experiments were repeated at least three times and the optical density of the bands was quantified by densitometry (Scio Image software for Win 95/98, version 0.4). Statistical analysis was performed using 95% confidence intervals for the estimates of the means. A P value of < .05 was considered statistically significant.

Effect of WISP3 in the Proliferation of SUM149 cells

SUM149 cells were plated in 96-well tissue culture plates at a density of 5 × 10³ cells/ml in Ham’s F-12 media with 5% FBS. One hundred microliters of serum-free medium was added for 24 hours. Ten-fold concentrated WISP3 and control conditioned media were added in the presence and absence of IGF-I simulation as described above. MTT reagents were added 24 hours later according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Sigma), and the plate was read at a wavelength of 595 nm. The experiment was performed in triplicate.

Human Breast Tissues and Immunohistochemistry

WISP3 protein expression was studied by immunohistochemistry in normal human breast tissues obtained from 10 reduction mammoplasty procedures. Immunohistochemical analysis was performed by using a polyclonal anti–WISP3 antibody at 1:500 dilution with overnight incubation and microwave antigen retrieval [20]. The detection reaction followed the Dako Envision™ System Peroxidase kit protocol (Dako, Carpinteria, CA). Diaminobenzidine was used as chromogen and hematoxylin was used as counterstain. Positive and negative controls were tumor xenografts derived from cell lines shown to express high levels of WISP3 (SUM149 cell line stably transfected with WISP3) and from a cell line that does not express WISP3 (SUM149 wild type), respectively.

Results

WISP3 Protein Is Secreted by Human Breast Epithelial Cells

WISP3 protein contains a multimodular structure with a secretory signal peptide at the N-terminus. To investigate whether WISP3 is secreted by breast epithelial cells, SUM149 IBC cells previously characterized with a loss in WISP3 expression were stably transfected to express full-length WISP3. Conditioned media from SUM149/WISP3–overexpressing clones were collected and...
detected for WISP3 by Western blot analysis using a polyclonal anti–WISP3 antibody. WISP3 protein was detected in the media of SUM149-expressing WISP3 (SUM149/WISP3), and not in the media of empty vector–transfected SUM149 cells (SUM149/Flag) (Figure 1A). In order to explore these results from a different perspec-
tive, we performed transient transfections of WISP3 in SUM149 cells using a HIS tagged full-length WISP3 expression vector. In this case, WISP3 protein was detected in the conditioned media using both anti–WISP3 antibody and anti–HIS antibody (data not shown). To specifically address whether WISP3 would be detected in the conditioned media of a nonmammary cell, we repeated these experiments with the HEK293 cell line, derived from human embryonic kidney epithelial cells. WISP3 was detected in the conditioned media of these cells and not in the conditioned media of the empty vector controls (Figure 1B).

In situ expression of WISP3 protein was determined by immunohistochemical analysis of normal breast tissues derived from reduction mammoplasty procedures. In all 10 tissues examined, WISP3 protein was expressed at low levels in the cytoplasm of normal epithelial cells from ducts and acini and, interestingly, was present in the luminal secretions of ducts and lobules (Figure 2A). Xenografts derived from wild-type SUM149 cells (WISP3 -) and from SUM149/WISP3 + cells were used as negative and positive controls, respectively (Figure 2, B and C).

WISP3 Containing Conditioned Media Reduces IGF-I–Induced IGF-IR Activation and Signaling Pathways

The effect of WISP3 on the activation of the IGF-I signaling pathway was studied in SUM149 cells derived from a primary IBC [5,6,19,21]. The activation of the IGF signaling...
cascade plays a central role in breast cancer development and progression. To investigate whether the presence of WISP3 in the conditioned media has an effect on IGF-IR signaling pathways in IBC cells, phosphorylation of IGF-IR, IRS1, and ERK-1/2 was determined in wild-type SUM149 cells in the presence or absence of WISP3 in the conditioned media. Experiments were carried out under baseline conditions without addition of IGF-I and after stimulation with IGF-I. In the presence of WISP3 in the conditioned media, SUM149 cells exhibited decreased IGF-IR phosphorylation (Figure 3). The effect of WISP3 in the phosphorylation of the IGF-IR was evident in the presence of IGF-I stimulation because WISP3 was able to ameliorate the effect of IGF-I stimulation on the activation of the IGF-IR (Figure 3). Similarly, WISP3 conditioned media decreased the IGF-I–induced IRS1 and ERK-1/2 phosphorylation (Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 3. WISP3 decreases IGF-I–induced phosphorylation of the IGF-IR. (A) Western blot analysis of SUM149 cell lines bathed in WISP3+ and control (WISP3−) conditioned media. The experiment was carried out under baseline conditions (without IGF-I) and after stimulation with 20 ng/ml IGF-I. The IGF-IR was precipitated from 500 μg of protein lysate with an anti-IGF-IR mAb and subsequently detected by immunoblot with an anti-IGF-IR c173 subunit polyclonal Ab. Tyrosine phosphorylation of immunoprecipitated IGF-IR was assessed with an anti-phosphotyrosine mAb PY20. (B) Relative protein levels of IGF-IR phosphorylation normalized for total IGF-IR. Blots were scanned and the pixel intensity measured. Results are expressed as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. (C) The differences in the percent activation of IRS-1 were quantitated. The difference in the corrected IRS1 phosphorylation under baseline conditions and after IGF-I stimulation was calculated for each cell line and results were normalized using the difference in IRS1 phosphorylation in the absence of IGF-I stimulation as reference. WISP3-rich conditioned media was able to decrease the phosphorylation of IRS-1 triggered by IGF-I (t test, P < .05).

Figure 4. WISP3 decreases IGF-I–induced phosphorylation of IRS1. (A) Western blot analysis of SUM149 cell lines bathed in WISP3+ and control WISP3-conditioned media. The experiment was carried out under baseline conditions (without IGF-I) and after stimulation with IGF-I. The expression of phosphorylated IRS1 was detected by Western blot using a polyclonal antibody against phosphorylated IRS1. The Western blot was stripped and probed with an antibody against total IRS1. (B) Relative protein levels of IRS1 phosphorylation normalized for total IRS1. Blots were scanned and the pixel intensity measured. Results are expressed as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. (C) The differences in the percent activation of IRS-1 were quantitated. The difference in the corrected IRS1 phosphorylation under baseline conditions and after IGF-I stimulation was calculated for each cell line and results were normalized using the difference in IRS1 phosphorylation in the absence of IGF-I stimulation as reference. WISP3–rich conditioned media was able to decrease the phosphorylation of IRS-1 triggered by IGF-I (t test, P < .05).

WISP3 Containing Conditioned Media Reduces the Growth of IBC Cell Lines

After establishing that the presence of WISP3 in the conditioned media was able to modulate IGF-I signaling pathways, its effect on cellular proliferation was determined in the presence and absence of IGF-I stimulation. SUM149 cells bathed in the WISP3 conditioned media had significantly lower growth rates than the control SUM149 cells bathed in control (WISP3-deficient) conditioned media, both in the presence and absence of IGF-I stimulation (t test, P < .05; Figure 6).

Discussion

We have previously demonstrated that WISP3 is lost in 80% of IBC tumors and that it has tumor-suppressor functions in IBC [5,6]. Studies on the SUM149 IBC cell line showed that restoration of WISP3 expression has potent growth-
angiogenesis-inhibitory functions in vitro and in vivo [6]. Restoration of WISP3 resulted in a significant decrease in anchorage-independent growth in soft agar and cellular proliferation, as well as a drastic decrease in the invasive capabilities of the SUM149 cells, which are highly invasive in their wild-type state. Furthermore, restoration of WISP3 expression in SUM149 cells resulted in a biologically relevant decrease in the level of angiogenic factors (VEGF, bFGF, and IL-6) in the conditioned media of the cells. In vivo, restoration of WISP3 expression in SUM149 cells caused a drastic decrease in tumor volume and rate of tumor growth when injected in nude mice [6]. Taken together, this body of work had strongly supported a tumor-suppressor role for WISP3 in mammary tumor progression. In the present study, we sought to discover the molecular mechanisms underlying the tumor-suppressor function of WISP3.

WISP3 belongs to the CCN family of proteins, which are highly conserved, putatively secreted proteins with important roles in development during chondrogenesis and skeleto genesis [7]. The CCN proteins have been recently also implicated in carcinogenesis [7,22–26]. It is not well understood, however, how the functions of the CCN proteins in development relate to their role in cancer. Moreover, their expression during tumorigenesis cannot be generalized across different tissue types. This may be due to tissue-specific functions of the CCN proteins, perhaps mediated by their multimodular structure and the presence of different affinities for binding partners and ligands in different tissues [7]. The presence of different receptors and differential processing of the CCN proteins (e.g., cleavage by proteases) may account also for their diverse functions in different tissues. In this paper, we focused on determining whether WISP3 is secreted into the conditioned media and its relationship to IGF signaling pathways.

Although the signaling pathways that are required for the effects of IGF-I in breast cancer have not been completely elucidated, the contribution of IGF-I–induced IGF-IR
activation appears to be critical in hormone-dependent and -independent breast cancer [27–30]. IGF-I is locally released by breast cancer cells and stromal fibroblasts, and it is involved in autocrine and paracrine stimulation of the mammary epithelium [31]. In breast cancer cells, when IGF-I binds IGF-IR, signaling occurs mainly through activation of IRS-1 and RAS-dependent phosphorylation of MAP kinase with subsequent activation of nuclear transcription factors [32,33]. IGF-I signaling promotes cell growth, survival, and motility of breast cancer cells, as well as resistance to therapeutic interventions [10–12,14–18]. We hypothesized that expression of WISP3 could result in a series of molecular events that leads to the modulation of IGF-IR activation and downstream signaling. Contributing to this hypothesis is the fact that we have shown that WISP3 is secreted into the media where it has the opportunity to directly or indirectly modulate the strength of IGF signaling. Indeed, in the presence of IGF-I, WISP3 containing conditioned media decreased IGF-IR phosphorylation and the phosphorylation of two main downstream IGF-IR signaling molecules, IRS1 and ERK-1/2. This inhibition was not evident under baseline conditions, without stimulation with IGF-I. Our experiments thus show that even relatively small concentrations of WISP3 secreted by WISP3-transfected cells are able to modulate, directly or indirectly, IGF-I signaling in the setting of IGF-I stimulation.

A major growth-regulatory IGF-IR downstream pathway that regulates breast cancer growth and survival converges on ERK-1/2 cascade [34]. We observed a decrease in ERK-1/2 phosphorylation by addition of WISP3 containing conditioned media in the presence of IGF-I stimulation. ERK-1/2 influence chromatin remodeling and activation of gene expression, leading to enhanced cellular proliferation and decreased apoptosis [35–37]. Specifically, ERK-1/2 have been shown to activate the transcription of key genes involved in cell cycle progression including cyclin D1 and cyclin E. We have shown previously that restoration of WISP3 expression in the highly malignant SUM149 IBC cell line markedly decreased the levels of cyclin E and PCNA, a reliable marker of cellular proliferation [6].

The mechanism whereby WISP3 may modulate IGF-IR activation in the presence of IGF-I remains to be elucidated. WISP3 contains a highly conserved motif (GGCGCCXXX) characteristic of IGFBP3s, which may provide the proper protein folding to interact with IGF-like ligands, thereby enabling interference with IGF signaling. Although initial studies reported that two other CCN proteins, CTGFA (CTGF) and Nov, specifically bind to IGF-I [38,39], these results have not been subsequently built on and they remain to be duplicated by other investigators. Whether WISP3 physically binds to IGF-I warrants further investigation, in light of out data.

Another mechanism that may explain the modulation of IGF-IR phosphorylation by WISP3-containing conditioned media is the formation of a WISP3/IGF-I complex that may bind to the IGF-IR and occupy IGF binding sites, but the complex may be either inhibitory or may be only a weak agonist of the receptor. In another system [40], this hypothesis is supported by recent data showing that IGF-I can still freely bind to the receptor even when complexed to a truncated N-terminal fragment of IGF-binding protein 5 (mini-IGFBP5); interestingly, the N-terminal portion of IGFBP5 has high homology to the N-terminal portion of WISP3. Mini-IGFBP5 binding to IGF-I resulted in incomplete inhibition of receptor binding [40]. In a similar manner, a WISP3/IGF-I complex might still bind to the IGF-IR but exert only a weak agonist effect, effectively resulting in physiologic antagonism of IGF-I action under conditions of high IGF-I stimulation. WISP3-rich conditioned media was able to significantly decrease the proliferation rate of IBC cells. The fact that this effect was seen both in the presence and absence of IGF-I simulation suggests that, in addition to interfering with IGF-I signaling pathways, WISP3 may have IGF-independent functions in IBC. In sum, we show that WISP3 is a secreted protein that modulates IGF-I signaling pathways, leading to a decrease in the growth of IBC cells.
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Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is an aggressive form of breast cancer with a 5-year disease-free survival of less than 45%. Little is known about the genetic alterations that result in IBC. In our previous work, we found that WISP3 was specifically lost in human IBC tumors when compared to stage-matched, non-IBC tumors. We hypothesize that WISP3 has tumor suppressor function in the breast and that it may be a key genetic alteration that contributes to the unique IBC phenotype. The full-length WISP3 cDNA was sequenced and cloned into an expression vector. The resulting construct was introduced into the SUM149 cell line that was derived from a patient with IBC and lacks WISP3 expression. In soft agar, stable WISP3 transfectants formed significantly fewer colonies than the controls. Stable WISP3 transfectants lost their ability to invade and had reduced angiogenic potential. WISP3 transfection was effective in suppressing in vivo tumor growth in nude mice. Mice bearing WISP3 expressing tumors had a significantly longer survival than those with vector-control transfectant tumors. Our data demonstrate that WISP3 acts as a tumor suppressor gene in the breast. Loss of WISP3 expression contributes to the phenotype of IBC by regulating tumor cell growth, invasion and angiogenesis.
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Introduction

Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is the most lethal form of locally advanced breast cancer and accounts for approximately 6% of new breast cancer cases annually in the United States (Jaiyesimi et al., 1992; Lee, 1924). It is also a very distinct clinical and pathological form of breast carcinoma. It is characterized clinically by erythema, skin nodules, dimpling of the skin (termed ‘peau d’orange’) and by a rapid onset of disease, typically progressing within 6 months (Jaiyesimi et al., 1992; Lee, 1924; Merajver et al., 1997; Swain et al., 1987). Pathologically, carcinomaous tumor emboli spread through the dermal lymphatics which are responsible for the clinical signs and symptoms (Lee, 1924). IBC is generally not associated with precursor lesions (Jaiyesimi et al., 1992; Lee, 1924). From the outset, IBC is highly invasive and it appears to be capable of metastases from its inception. It is estimated that nearly all women with IBC have nodal involvement at the time of diagnosis, and over one-third have distant metastases (Merajver et al., 1997; Swain et al., 1987). In spite of new advances in breast cancer therapy, the overall 5-year disease-free survival rate is less than 45% (Merajver et al., 1997; Swain et al., 1987).

The genetic alterations underlying the development and progression of IBC were unknown until recently. Our laboratory identified two genes that are consistently and concordantly altered in human IBC when compared to stage-matched, non-IBC tumors: loss of WISP3 and over-expression of RhoC-GTPase (van Golen et al., 1999).

WISP3 has been identified as a member of the CCN family of proteins, which have important biological functions in normal physiology as well as in carcinogenesis (Perbal, 2001). There are only two publications in the literature on the biological effects of WISP3 and very little is known about the expression pattern and function of this novel gene (Hurvitz et al., 1999; Pennica et al., 1998). We hypothesize that WISP3 may function as a growth-suppressing factor in breast carcinogenesis and that it may be a key genetic alteration in IBC in particular. To test this hypothesis, we set out to determine whether restoring WISP3 expression in an IBC cell line, SUM149, could abrogate or modulate the highly malignant IBC phenotype. We observed that stably transfected SUM149/WISP3 cells exhibited a striking decrease in proliferation rate, anchorage independent growth, invasion, and tumor growth in nude mice compared to empty vector transfectants. This work suggests new insights into the role of WISP3 in carcinogenesis in general.
Results

Transfection with the SUM149 cell line with WISP3 cDNA

Figure 1 shows the Western blot analysis of WISP3 protein in whole cell lysates from four clones of SUM149/WISP3 stable transfectants, SUM149/Flag (transfection controls), SUM149 wild type, and HME cells (human mammary epithelial cells). We used a specific anti-WISP3 antibody (gift from Dr Mathew Warman).

Statistically significant differences were found when each SUM149/WISP3 clone was compared to the SUM149/Flag control ($P < 0.04$, $t$-test).

WISP3 induces a striking morphologic change in IBC cell line

After stable transfection with WISP3 cDNA, we observed marked morphologic differences between the SUM149/WISP3 clones and SUM149/Flag control (Figure 2a). Whereas the control SUM149/Flag cells had a characteristic tightly packed, cobblestone appearance, with a cuboidal shape and high nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, the SUM149/WISP3 transfectants were heterogeneous in size and morphology. They became large, round, and flat with abundant granular and vacuolated cytoplasm and ill-defined cell borders.

A detailed ultrastructural analysis by electron microscopy demonstrate that the WISP3 transfectants exhibited numerous cytoplasmic lysosomal bodies surrounded by a membrane, some containing electron-dense material and invaginated and convoluted nuclei (Figure 2b). These morphologic features have been described in cells undergoing senescence (Romonov et al., 2001; Tsugu et al., 2000).

WISP3 partially abrogates angiogenesis in IBC

As illustrated in Figure 3a, SUM149/WISP3 clones produce significantly decreased levels of FGF2 (bFGF) and VEGF, key pro-angiogenic factors. The levels of IL-6, another pro-angiogenic cytokine were significantly decreased. To investigate whether the decreased production of angiogenic factors induced by restoration of WISP3 expression resulted in the inhibition of neovascularization, we carried out rat aortic ring assays. After 10 days of incubating a rat aortic ring with a $10^7$ concentration of the cell culture supernatant, fewer vessels were formed by SUM149/WISP3 cells when compared to the controls (Figure 3b). The SUM149/WISP3 transfectants formed a mean number of 26.33 new vessels (s.e.m. = 1.63), and the SUM149/Flag control cells formed a mean number of 69.33 new vessels (s.e.m. = 4.15) ($t$-test, $P = 0.0003$). These results show that expression of WISP3 depressed the strength of the tumor-induced signal for angiogenesis.

Expression of WISP3 reduces the proliferation rate, anchorage-independent growth, and the invasive ability of IBC cells

As anchorage independent growth is a hallmark of malignant transformation, we investigated whether expression of WISP3 in highly malignant SUM149 cell line abolished this feature. After 14 days of growth in soft agar four WISP3 expressing clones formed significantly fewer and smaller colonies than the control cells ($P < 0.05$), (Figure 4a,b). Figure 4c shows the results of the MTT assay and illustrates that the
proliferation rate of three different clones of SUM149 cells transfected with WISP3 decreased significantly when compared to controls ($P < 0.05$). The ability of the transfectants to invade and intravasate was studied using the sea urchin extracellular membrane (SU-ECM) invasion assay. This assay provides a naturally serum-free, selectively permeable basement membrane that closely mimics the type of extracellular matrix that

Figure 3  (a) Decrease in key angiogenic factors measured by ELISA, as a result of restoration of WISP3 expression in SUM149 cells. Results are expressed as mean $\pm$ s.d. *$P < 0.05$. (b) Rat aortic ring assay showing marked decreased in new vessel formation from the pre-existing aortic ring bathed in conditioned media from SUM149/WISP3 (B), and SUM149/Flag controls (A). (100 $\times$)

Figure 4  (a) and (b) Anchorage-independent growth in soft agar. Restoration of WISP3 in SUM149 cell line greatly decreased the number of the colonies formed. (c) Effect of stable WISP3 transfection on the proliferation of SUM149 cells studied with the MTT assay. Results are expressed as mean $\pm$ s.d. of three independent experiments. Three thousand cells were assessed in each plate ($P < 0.05$)
cells encounter in vivo. Mean invasion percentages were calculated from three independent analyses of 50–100 random cells. We found that transfection with WISP3 cDNA completely abolished the ability of IBC cells to invade, compared to the control (the mean ± s.d. for invasion of SUM149/flag cells was 14 ± 3, when compared to 0 for both clones of SUM149/WISP3).

**WISP3 expression inhibits cellular growth by inducing accumulation of p27kip1 and p21waf1 in cancer cells and induces apoptosis**

Based on the morphologic changes induced by transfection with WISP3, we set out to investigate whether WISP3 caused alterations in the regulation of the cell cycle, that could in turn be contributing to the inhibition of cellular proliferation, anchorage-independent growth, and in vivo tumor growth. To elucidate the possible effect of WISP3 on the cell cycle regulators, the round and vacuolated cells (SUM149/WISP3) were assayed for the presence of several key cell cycle regulators by Western immunoblots. Interestingly, when compared to the control cells, the level of p27kip1 and p21waf1 were increased in the WISP3 transfectants when compared top SUM149/flag control cells (P = 0.0003 and P = 0.003 for p27kip1 expression for clones 1 and 2 respectively, and P = 0.001 and P = 0.06 for p21waf1 expression for clones 1 and 2 respectively, t-test, Figure 5). Concordantly, SUM149/ WISP3 cells exhibited decreased levels of cyclin E and PCNA, a reliable marker for cellular proliferation, when compared to the SUM149/flag control cells (P = 0.02 and P = 0.02 for cyclin E expression for clones 1 and 2 respectively, and P = 0.0003 and P = 0.003 for PCNA expression for clones 1 and 2 respectively, t-test, Figure 5).

We noticed an increased percentage of apoptotic cells after stable transfection with WISP3 detected by the Annexin V assay by flow cytometry. SUM149/ WISP3 transfectants had 30% apoptotic cells when compared to SUM149/Flag control cell line with only 13% apoptotic cells.

**WISP3 inhibits in vivo tumor growth and improves survival of mice**

Given that WISP3 affects cell cycle regulation, proliferation rates and anchorage independent growth, we investigated the effect of restoration of WISP3 expression on SUM149 xenograft tumor growth and survival of the host mice. Three groups of 10–11 mice were injected with two clones of SUM149/WISP3 stable transfectants and a control group (SUM149/ Flag and SUM149 wild-type, five mice each). Mice with orthotopically implanted tumor cells were monitored weekly for tumor formation over an 8-week period. By the 8th and final week of the experiment, palpable tumors developed in 20 of the 21 mice that received injection of the SUM149/WISP3 clones and in nine out of 10 mice given injection of control clones (five injected with SUM149/Flag and five injected with wild-type SUM149). The rate of tumor formation between WISP3 transfectants and controls differed (Table 1). Specifically, the clones transfected with WISP3 formed tumors at a slower rate than the controls (logistic regression analysis adjusted for longitundinal correlation, P = 0.05). Moreover, when tumor volume was compared at each week (starting at week 2), it was significantly lower in the tumors formed by SUM149/WISP3 transfectants than in the tumors formed by the controls (P = 0.05). When the slopes of the regression lines were compared, striking differences were found between the WISP3 transfectants and control cells (P < 0.001, Figure 6a,b). At week 5, two tumors from each clone and from the control were excised. WISP3 mRNA expression was confirmed by quantitative RT–PCR. Levels of WISP3 expression were found to be similar to those of preinjection. Taken together, these results demonstrate that tumors formed by SUM149/WISP3 take longer to grow and are smaller than controls.

To address whether the tumors formed by the transfectants expressing WISP3 were pathologically different from the control, histopathologic study of the tumors was carried out. As shown in Figure 6c, SUM149/Flag tumors were highly anaplastic, had

**Table 1** Rate of tumor formation after orthotopic injection in the mammary fat pad of SUM149 wild-type, SUM149/Flag, and two stable clones of SUM149/WISP3 transfectants in female athymic nude mice. Tumors formed by the WISP transfectants took a longer time to develop than tumors formed by the control cells (P = 0.05, logistic regression analysis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2 weeks n (%)</th>
<th>4 weeks n (%)</th>
<th>6 weeks n (%)</th>
<th>8 weeks n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUM149 wild-type</td>
<td>5/5 (100)</td>
<td>5/5 (100)</td>
<td>5/5 (100)</td>
<td>5/5 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM149/Flag</td>
<td>4/5 (80)</td>
<td>4/5 (80)</td>
<td>4/5 (80)</td>
<td>4/5 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM149/WISP3 Clone 1</td>
<td>9/11 (82)</td>
<td>10/11 (91)</td>
<td>10/11 (91)</td>
<td>10/11 (91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM149/WISP3 Clone 3</td>
<td>3/3 (100)</td>
<td>5/5 (100)</td>
<td>9/10 (90)</td>
<td>10/10 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5** Western immunoblot of cell culture media of control (SUM149/FLAG), and two WISP3 expressing clones using antibodies for p27kip1, p21waf1/cip1, cyclin E, and PCNA.
strikingly atypical cells forming solid aggregates, with no glandular formation, a sign of poor differentiation, and extensive areas of necrosis. The cells exhibited high mitotic activity (mean 88 mitoses per 10 high power field (400×)) and numerous abnormal mitoses. In contrast, the tumors derived from SUM149/WISP3 clones had less nuclear pleomorphism and slightly better differentiation evidenced by occasional gland formation. These tumors had less necrosis and the mitotic activity was greatly decreased (mean 11 mitoses per 10 high power fields).

Discussion

WISP3 is located in chromosome 6q21–22 and encodes for a 354 amino acid, 39,292 Da protein with the modular architecture of the CCN family of proteins which includes connective tissue growth factor (CTGF), Cyr61, Nov, WISP1 and WISP2 (Babic et al., 1998; Hashimoto et al., 1998; Hurvitz et al., 1999; Kireeva et al., 1996; O’Brien and Lau, 1992; Pennica et al., 1998; Perbal, 2001; Wong et al., 1997; Xu et al., 2000). The CCN proteins participate in fundamental biological processes such as cell proliferation, migration, wound healing, angiogenesis and tumorigenesis (Perbal, 2001). They have a range of biological properties that might be dependent upon the cellular context (Perbal, 2001).

In tumorigenesis, Cyr61 and WISP1 were reported to act as positive regulators of cell growth (Babic et al., 1998; Hashimoto et al., 1998; Kireeva et al., 1996; O’Brien and Lau, 1992; Pennica et al., 1998; Wong et al., 1997; Xu et al., 2000); Nov expression was found to correlate with the development of metastases in Ewing’s sarcomas, prostate cancer, and renal cell carcinomas (Perbal, 2001), whereas it was found to act as a negative growth regulator of glioblastoma cell lines (Li et al., 1996). Furthermore, in primary human colonic adenocarcinomas, the expression of WISP2 was significantly decreased compared to normal colon (Pennica et al., 1998), and it was not detected in the epithelial tumor cells of mammary carcinoma obtained from Wnt-1 transgenic mice (Pennica et al., 1998). Similarly, in our study we could not detect WISP3 mRNA expression in 80% of the IBC human tissues studied (van Golen et al., 1999). The expression of ELM1/WISP1, which had been reported to suppress the metastatic potential of murine melanoma cells (Hashimoto et al., 1998), was significantly increased in

Figure 6  (a) SUM149 cells transfected with WISP3 (A) formed smaller tumors than SUM149/Flag controls. Pictures were taken 5 weeks after injection (B). (b) Effect on tumor volume of restoration of WISP3 in SUM149 cells. When the slopes of the curves were compared, a significant difference was found between the transfectants and controls (P<0.001). Results are expressed as mean±s.e.m. Wild-type SUM149 were represented together with SUM149/FLAG because no statistically significant difference between the 2 groups was found. (c) Pathological features of the tumors. The tumors formed by SUM149/Flag controls are pleomorphic, with extensive necrosis (arrow) and mitoses. The tumors formed by the SUM149/WISP3 clones are better differentiated, the cells are smaller, there is less necrosis and mitoses. The arrow points to a glandular lumen. (Hematoxylin and eosin stain, light microscopy, ×400)
most human colonic carcinomas (Pennica et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2000). These data provide compelling evidence that the CCN proteins may have opposing functions in carcinogenesis in different cell types and tissues.

There are only two previous publications in the literature on the biologic properties of WISP3 (Hurvitz et al., 1999; Pennica et al., 1998). In one of these studies, the WISP3 gene was significantly over-expressed in human colon carcinoma (Pennica et al., 1998) whereas Hurvitz et al. (1999) found loss of function mutations in the WISP3 gene to be associated with progressive pseudorheumatoid dysplasia in humans (Hurvitz et al., 1999). Patients with progressive pseudorheumatoid dysplasia due to WISP3 loss-of-function mutations have not been reported to have higher rates of cancer; however this has not been systematically sought in this cohort (Hurvitz et al., 1999). Our data provide evidence that WISP3 has tumor suppressor function in the mammary gland.

Using a modified version of the differential display technique and in situ hybridization of human breast cancer tissues, we found that WISP3 is lost in 80% of IBC and in 21% of stage matched, non IBC tumors (P=0.0013, Fisher’s exact test) (van Golen et al., 1999). WISP3 loss was found in concert with RhoC-GTPase over-expression in 90% of archival IBC patient samples, but not in stage-matched non-IBC tumors (van Golen et al., 1999). Our laboratory demonstrated that RhoC-GTPase over-expression produces a motile and invasive phenotype in human mammary epithelial cells, primarily through formation of actin stress fibers and focal adhesion points (van Golen et al., 2000b). We hypothesized that loss of expression of WISP3 contributes to the development of the IBC phenotype by altering angiogenesis and tumor growth, therefore complementing the role of RhoC-GTPase over-expression.

One of the features that define the IBC phenotype as unique is its rapid progression, with fast growth and invasion, making it the most lethal form of locally advanced breast cancer (Jaiyesimi et al., 1992; Lee, 1924; Merajver et al., 1997; Swain et al., 1987). IBC is characterized by a rapid onset of disease, typically arising within 6 months, and by the time of diagnosis, the majority of patients have locoregional and distant metastatic disease (Jaiyesimi et al., 1992; Lee, 1924; Merajver et al., 1997; Swain et al., 1987). Transfection of the IBC cell line SUM149 with WISP3 cDNA inhibited some of these key phenotypic characteristics.

The proliferation rate of highly aggressive SUM149 cell line was decreased, and growth under anchorage independent conditions was greatly reduced in the stable WISP3 transfectants. In comparison with the control cells, the WISP3 transfectants produced 6–16-fold less colonies than the control cells. Similarly, the effect of transfection with WISP3 in cancer cell invasion was striking. Using the sea urchin invasion assay, a system that closely resembles the extracellular matrix that cells encounter in vivo, the WISP3 transfectants did not invade, when compared to controls. Furthermore, transfection with WISP3 cDNA greatly reduced tumor growth in vivo. Interestingly, transfection with WISP3 also resulted in a decrease in the rate of tumor uptake.

Another feature that makes IBC unique is its high angiogenic and angioinvasive potential. We proved that WISP3 suppressed pathologic neovascularization by reducing the levels of key pro-angiogenic factors, FGF2, VEGF, and IL-6.

Although the mechanism of action of the CCN proteins in general and of WISP3 in particular has not been elucidated, there are several candidates. The first of these could be by regulating nuclear cycling and/or apoptotic functions (Lopez-Bermejo et al., 2000; Sprenger et al., 1999). We observed a marked morphologic change in the SUM149 cell line after transfection with WISP3 cDNA. Histopathologic study of the tumors developed in nude mice revealed that those derived from the WISP3 transfectants had a significant reduction in the mitotic activity, as well as better differentiation and less cellular and nuclear pleomorphism. To better understand these morphologic changes, we studied the levels of key cell cycle regulators and apoptosis. The levels of the cell cycle inhibitors p27kip1 and p21wat1 were markedly increased by WISP3 expression, and cyclin E was concordantly decreased. Consistent with these cell-cycle specific gene expression changes, the percentage of apoptotic cells was also increased in the WISP3 transfectants. These data suggest that in the mammary gland, WISP3 expression may inhibit cancer cell growth through modulation of the cell-cycle regulation and apoptosis.

A second possible mode of tumor suppression activity for WISP3 is by regulating angiogenesis (Babic et al., 1998; Perbal, 2001). As the tumor grows, it requires and promotes an increase in neovascularization. This activation of the angiogenic switch involves the up-regulation of angiogenic inducers and/or down-regulation of angiogenic inhibitors. Our results show that WISP3 expression induces a reduction in the level of key pro-angiogenic factors which results in a decrease in functional neovascularization.

A third mechanism of WISP3 tumor suppression could be by binding IGF-like ligands. WISP3 has the modular architecture of the CCN proteins and consists of four domains: an IGF-binding protein domain, a Von Willebrand factor domain, a thrombospondin I domain, and a C terminal domain (Babic et al., 1998; Hashimoto et al., 1998; Hurvitz et al., 1999; Pennica et al., 1998; Perbal, 2001). The N-terminal domain includes the first 12 cysteine residues and contains the highly conserved IGF binding consensus sequence (GCGCCXCC) which provides the proper folding of the protein to bind IGF (Byun et al., 2001; Kim et al., 1997; Oh et al., 1996). Although this sequence is believed to be required for IGF-binding, the actual binding site may be slightly downstream of it (Imai et al., 2000; Kalus et al., 1998). The thrombospondin type 1 domain (TSP1) is presumably involved in inhibition
of angiogenesis (Perbal, 2001). The carboxy-terminal domain (CT) is present in most CCN proteins described to date and forms a cysteine knot. The protein is folded into two highly twisted antiparallel pairs of beta-strands and contains three disulfide bonds that may participate in dimerization and receptor binding. The CT domain does not appear to be as critical in IGF binding as the N-terminal region that contains the IGF-binding protein motif (Imai et al., 2000; Kalus et al., 1998). Although WISP3 may function in tumorigenesis through modulation of IGF binding, this is less likely since IGF-binding activity could not be demonstrated for other members of the CCN family (Perbal, 2001). We are currently investigating this possibility in mammary tissue.

In summary, we have proven that restoring expression of WISP3 into an aggressive IBC cell line, SUM149, inhibited cellular proliferation, drastically decreased angiogenesis, inhibited invasion, and decreased anchorage-independent growth, all hallmarks of malignant transformation. Restoration of WISP3 expression resulted in a morphologic alteration and induced tumor cell apoptosis with concordant molecular changes in cell cycle specific gene, p27kip1 and p21waf1. Finally, when SUM149 cells transfected with WISP3 were injected into female athymic nude mice, the rate of tumor formation and the tumor volume decreased angiogenesis (Perbal, 2001). The carboxy-terminal domain (CT) is present in most CCN proteins described to date and forms a cysteine knot. The protein is folded into two highly twisted antiparallel pairs of beta-strands and contains three disulfide bonds that may participate in dimerization and receptor binding. The CT domain does not appear to be as critical in IGF binding as the N-terminal region that contains the IGF-binding protein motif (Imai et al., 2000; Kalus et al., 1998). Although WISP3 may function in tumorigenesis through modulation of IGF binding, this is less likely since IGF-binding activity could not be demonstrated for other members of the CCN family (Perbal, 2001). We are currently investigating this possibility in mammary tissue.

In summary, we have proven that restoring expression of WISP3 into an aggressive IBC cell line, SUM149, inhibited cellular proliferation, drastically decreased angiogenesis, inhibited invasion, and decreased anchorage-independent growth, all hallmarks of malignant transformation. Restoration of WISP3 expression resulted in a morphologic alteration and induced tumor cell apoptosis with concordant molecular changes in cell cycle specific gene, p27kip1 and p21waf1. Finally, when SUM149 cells transfected with WISP3 were injected into female athymic nude mice, the rate of tumor formation and the tumor volume decreased angiogenesis (Perbal, 2001). The carboxy-terminal domain (CT) is present in most CCN proteins described to date and forms a cysteine knot. The protein is folded into two highly twisted antiparallel pairs of beta-strands and contains three disulfide bonds that may participate in dimerization and receptor binding. The CT domain does not appear to be as critical in IGF binding as the N-terminal region that contains the IGF-binding protein motif (Imai et al., 2000; Kalus et al., 1998). Although WISP3 may function in tumorigenesis through modulation of IGF binding, this is less likely since IGF-binding activity could not be demonstrated for other members of the CCN family (Perbal, 2001). We are currently investigating this possibility in mammary tissue.

In summary, we have proven that restoring expression of WISP3 into an aggressive IBC cell line, SUM149, inhibited cellular proliferation, drastically decreased angiogenesis, inhibited invasion, and decreased anchorage-independent growth, all hallmarks of malignant transformation. Restoration of WISP3 expression resulted in a morphologic alteration and induced tumor cell apoptosis with concordant molecular changes in cell cycle specific gene, p27kip1 and p21waf1. Finally, when SUM149 cells transfected with WISP3 were injected into female athymic nude mice, the rate of tumor formation and the tumor volume decreased angiogenesis (Perbal, 2001). The carboxy-terminal domain (CT) is present in most CCN proteins described to date and forms a cysteine knot. The protein is folded into two highly twisted antiparallel pairs of beta-strands and contains three disulfide bonds that may participate in dimerization and receptor binding. The CT domain does not appear to be as critical in IGF binding as the N-terminal region that contains the IGF-binding protein motif (Imai et al., 2000; Kalus et al., 1998). Although WISP3 may function in tumorigenesis through modulation of IGF binding, this is less likely since IGF-binding activity could not be demonstrated for other members of the CCN family (Perbal, 2001). We are currently investigating this possibility in mammary tissue.

In summary, we have proven that restoring expression of WISP3 into an aggressive IBC cell line, SUM149, inhibited cellular proliferation, drastically decreased angiogenesis, inhibited invasion, and decreased anchorage-independent growth, all hallmarks of malignant transformation. Restoration of WISP3 expression resulted in a morphologic alteration and induced tumor cell apoptosis with concordant molecular changes in cell cycle specific gene, p27kip1 and p21waf1. Finally, when SUM149 cells transfected with WISP3 were injected into female athymic nude mice, the rate of tumor formation and the tumor volume decreased angio...
Invasion and intravasation

To study invasion, the sea urchin extracellular membrane (SU-ECM) invasion assay was used (Livant et al., 1995). Cells were layered onto sea urchin embryo extracellular basement membrane and allowed to invade for 4 h. The cells on the SU-ECM were fixed using paraformaldehyde and visualized under a microscope. Mean invasion percentages were calculated from two independent analyses of 50–100 randomly chosen cells in contact with the surfaces of the basement membranes.

Angiogenesis and angiogenic factor analysis

To study whether WISP3 modulated the angiogenic activity of IBC, the levels of key pro-angiogenic factors known to be secreted by IBC (VEGF, FGF2, IL-6, and IL-8) were measured in the cell supernatants by ELISA (van Golen et al., 2000a). A functional analysis of angiogenesis of the conditioned media was performed. We used the rat aortic assay in which we assessed the amount of new blood vessel growth elicited by the conditioned medium of the WISP3 transfected cells (Nissanov et al., 1995). Approximately 1-mm thick rings were cut from the aorta of a freshly sacrificed rat and embedded into Matrigel in the center of a 35-mm dish. Vessel outgrowth from the aorta into the Matrigel was visualized under a microscope. Mean invasion percentages were calculated from two independent analyses of 50–100 randomly chosen cells in contact with the surfaces of the basement membranes.

In vivo tumor formation

Groups of 5-11, 10-week old, nude, athymic female mice were orthotopically injected into the mammary fat pad with 2 × 10⁶ cells. Each group was injected with either a control (SUM149/Flag, or wild-type SUM149) clone, or one of two WISP3-expressing clones. The clones were selected according to their anchorage-independent growth characteristics. Mice were then monitored weekly for tumor formation for 8 weeks and for signs of wasting and cachexia as surrogates of survival for 18 weeks. If tumors were present, tumor volume was calculated using the formula (l × w²)/2 (where l = length and w = width of tumor). Rates of tumor formation were analysed by the Kruskal-Wallis method; and tumor volumes were assessed between the groups by the Mann–Whitney U-test. After the mice developed signs and symptoms of cachexia, they were sacrificed and their tumors were removed. A portion of each tumor (1/3) was digested with 0.1% collagenase (Type I) and 50 μg/ml DNase (Worthington Biochemical Corp. Freehold, NJ, USA), and RNA was collected for RT–PCR analysis. The remainder of the tumor tissues were used for histopathological study. After removal of the tumors, part of the tissues were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and processed for histopathological evaluation by paraffin-embedding and hematoxylin and eosin staining. Histological features studied included degree of anaplasia, mitotic activity, presence and amount of necrosis, and degree of differentiation (e.g. glandular formation).
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WISP3 suppresses tumor growth of human breast cancer

CG Kleer et al

Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is the most lethal form of locally advanced breast cancer and accounts for approximately 6% of new breast cancer cases annually in the United States \[1,2\]. IBC has distinct clinical and pathological features. Patients present with erythema, skin nodules, dimpling of the skin (termed ‘peau d’orange’), all features that develop rapidly, typically progressing within 6 months \[1–4\]. One salient feature of IBC that is observed in tissue sections is that cancer cells form emboli that spread through the dermal lymphatics. The dermatotropism of IBC is believed to be responsible for the clinical signs and symptoms and probably enables effective dissemination to distant sites \[2\]. These observations lead us to conclude that IBC is highly invasive and that it is capable of metastases from its inception. Indeed, at the time of diagnosis, most patients have locoregional and/or distant metastatic disease \[3,4\].
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Abstract

Background: Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is the most lethal form of locally advanced breast cancer. We found concordant and consistent alterations of two genes in 90% of IBC tumors when compared with stage-matched non-IBC tumors: overexpression of RhoC guanosine triphosphatase and loss of WNT-1 induced secreted protein 3 (WISP3). Further work revealed that RhoC is a transforming oncogene for human mammary epithelial (HME) cells. Despite the aggressiveness of the RhoC-driven phenotype, it does not quantitatively reach that of the true IBC tumors. We have demonstrated that WISP3 has tumor growth and angiogenesis inhibitory functions in IBC. We proposed that RhoC and WISP3 cooperate in the development of IBC.

Methods: Using an antisense approach, we blocked WISP3 expression in HME cells. Cellular proliferation and growth were determined using the 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay and anchorage-independent growth in a soft agar assay. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) was measured in conditioned medium by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.

Results: Antisense inhibition of WISP3 in HME cells increased RhoC mRNA levels and resulted in an increase in cellular proliferation, anchorage-independent growth and VEGF levels in the conditioned medium. Conversely, restoration of WISP3 expression in the highly malignant IBC cell line SUM149 was able to decrease the expression of RhoC protein.

Conclusion: WISP3 modulates RhoC expression in HME cells and in the IBC cell line SUM149. This provides further evidence that these two genes act in concert to give rise to the highly aggressive IBC phenotype. We propose a model of this interaction as a starting point for further investigations.

Keywords: CCN proteins, motility, oncogene, tumor suppressor gene, vascular endothelial growth factor, WNT-pathway

Introduction

Inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) is the most lethal form of locally advanced breast cancer and accounts for approximately 6% of new breast cancer cases annually in the United States \[1,2\]. IBC has distinct clinical and pathological features. Patients present with erythema, skin nodules, dimpling of the skin (termed ‘peau d’orange’), all features that develop rapidly, typically progressing within 6 months \[1–4\]. One salient feature of IBC that is observed in tissue sections is that cancer cells form emboli that spread through the dermal lymphatics. The dermatotropism of IBC is believed to be responsible for the clinical signs and symptoms and probably enables effective dissemination to distant sites \[2\]. These observations lead us to conclude that IBC is highly invasive and that it is capable of metastases from its inception. Indeed, at the time of diagnosis, most patients have locoregional and/or distant metastatic disease \[3,4\]. In spite of new advances in breast cancer
therapy including multimodality approaches, the 5-year disease-free survival rate is less than 45% [3,4].

Until recently, no biological markers defined the IBC phenotype. We proposed that a limited number of genetic alterations, occurring in rapid succession or concordantly, are responsible for the rapidly progressive and distinct clinical and pathological features of IBC. Using a modified version of the differential display technique and in situ hybridization of human tumors, we identified two genes that are consistently and concordantly altered in human IBC when compared with stage-matched non-IBC tumors: loss of WISP3 and overexpression of RhoC guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) [5].

WNT-1 induced secreted protein 3 (WISP3) is a member of the CCN family of proteins, which have important biological functions in normal physiology as well as in carcinogenesis [6–8]. We found that WISP3 has growth and angiogenesis inhibitory functions in IBC in vitro and in vivo [9]. RhoC GTPase is a member of the Ras superfamily of small GTPases. Activation of Rho proteins leads to assembly of the actin–myosin contractile filaments into focal adhesion complexes that bring about cell polarity and facilitate motility [10–12]. Our laboratory has characterized RhoC as a transforming oncogene for human mammary epithelial (HME) cells; its overexpression results in a highly motile and invasive phenotype that recapitulates the IBC phenotype. Predicated on the high rate of concordance of RhoC and WISP3 changes in IBC, we propose that these two genes cooperate to determine this highly metastatic, unique breast cancer phenotype.

Materials and methods

Cell culture

The derivation of the SUM149 cell line has been described previously by Ethier et al [13]. This cell line was developed from a human primary IBC and has lost WISP3 expression [9]. HME cells were immortalized with human papilloma virus E6/E7 and were characterized as being keratin 19 positive, ensuring that they are from the same differentiation lineage as the SUM149 IBC tumor cell line [14,15]. MCF10A cells are spontaneously immortalized human mammary epithelial cells. Cells were cultured in Ham’s F-12 medium supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS), hydrocortisone (1 µg/ml), insulin (5 µg/ml), fungizone (2.5 µg/ml), gentamycin (5 µg/ml), penicillin (100 U/ml) and streptomycin (10 µg/ml) at 37°C under 10% CO2.

Construction of expression vectors and stable transfections

Total RNAs were isolated from HME cells with a Trizol kit (Life Technologies, Inc, Gaithersburg, MD). First-strand cDNA synthesis was performed by using 1 µg of total RNA with AMV reverse transcriptase (Promega, Madison, WI) and oligo(dT) as a primer. A 2 µl portion of the reaction mixture was used for amplification by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Human WISP3 cDNA was amplified by PCR with the forward and reverse primers 5’-ACGAATTCATGAACAGCGGCGG-3’ and 3’-GCGTATCTTTCGAGAATCTTG-5’, respectively, under the following conditions: denaturing for 1 min at 94°C, annealing for 1 min at 58°C, and elongation for 1 min at 72°C, for 35 cycles. PCR products were cloned into pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega). The 1.1 kb full-length cDNA encoding WISP3 was excised by EcoRI and subcloned into the EcoRI site of pFlag-CMV4 vector (Sigma, St Louis, MO). The insert was confirmed by DNA sequencing. The plasmids were purified. Subsequently, the SUM149 cells were transfected with pFlag-WISP3 sense (SUM149/WISP3), and HME cells were transfected with pFlag-WISP3 antisense (HME/AS WISP3). MCF10A cells were stably transfected with full-length RhoC cDNA (MCF10A/RhoC). pFlag control vectors were used as controls (FuGene TM 6 transfection reagent; Roche–Boehringer-Mannheim, Germany). Transfectants were selected in the medium containing 150 µg/ml G418. The cells surviving during selection were expanded and maintained in the selected medium.

Reverse transcriptase PCR (RT–PCR) analysis

Total RNA (1 µg) from HME/AS WISP3 clones and empty vector controls were reverse-transcribed with Superscript reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) using oligo(dT) and random hexanucleotide primer for first-strand cDNA synthesis. PCRs were performed directly on 1 µl of first-strand cDNA using 500 nmol of each of the following gene-specific primers: WISP3, 5’-ATGCAAAGCCCTCTCTCTGC-3’ (forward primer) and 5’-ACTTTTCCCCCATTTGCTTG-3’ (reverse primer); RhoC, 5’-ATGGCTGCAATCCGAAAG-3’ (forward primer) and 5’-GATCTCAGAGATGGGACGAC-3’ (reverse primer); GAPDH, 5’-CGAGTCAGCGATTGGTGTAT-3’ (forward primer) and 5’-AGCCTCTCATGCTGAGAC-3’ (reverse primer). The 100 µl reaction volume consisted of 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 1.5 mM MgCl2, and deoxynucleotide triphosphates (each at 200 µM). PCR was performed for initial denaturation at 94°C for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles of denaturation (94°C, 1 min), annealing (55°C, 1 min), and extension (72°C, 1 min) with 5 units of Taq polymerase (Invitrogen). This was followed by a final extension step at 72°C for 10 min. The products were analyzed on 1% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide and detected with ultraviolet illumination.

Western immunoblots

Western immunoblots were performed with polyclonal anti-RhoC and anti-WISP3 antibodies. Cultured cells were washed in ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline, lysed in lysis buffer (10% glycerol, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P40, 2 mM MgCl2, 1 µg/ml leupeptin, 1 µg/ml aprotinin, 1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride and 10 mM NaF) at 4°C for 1 h, followed by a 5 min centrifugation at 12,000 g. The protein content of the supernatants was determined by the method of Lowry et al [16]. The samples were stored at –20°C until used. Thirty micrograms of total protein from each sample were separated on 10% SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. The membranes were blocked in 5% non-fat dry milk in Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween 20 for 1 h, incubated with each primary antibody at 4°C overnight, and washed for 1 h in Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween 20. The membranes were then incubated for 1 h at room temperature with horseradish peroxidase-labeled anti-rabbit or anti-mouse IgG (dilution 1:20 000). After washing, the blots were visualized using an enhanced chemiluminescence detection system (Amersham, UK).
fluoride) on ice for 5 min, and then centrifuged for 5 min at 4°C. Cleared lysates (each containing 50 µg of protein) were subjected to SDS–polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis and transferred to poly(vinylidene difluoride) membrane. Western blots were performed as described previously, with anti-RhoC rabbit polyclonal antibody and anti-β-actin goat antibody (Sigma) at dilutions of 1:1500 and 1:2000, respectively [16].

Anchorage-independent growth
For studies of anchorage-independent growth we performed soft agar assays on stable clones of HME/AS WISP3, HME/Flag, and SUM149 cells. Each well of a six-well plate was first layered with 0.6% agar diluted with 10% FBS-supplemented Ham’s F-12 medium complete with growth factors. The cell layer was then prepared by diluting agarose to concentrations of 0.3% and 0.6% with 10^3 cells in 2.5% FBS-supplemented Ham’s F-12/1.5 ml/well. Plates were maintained at 37°C under 10% CO₂ for 3 weeks. Colonies 100 µm or more in diameter were counted under the microscope with a grid.

Monolayer growth rate
Monolayer culture growth rate was determined by qualitative measurement of the conversion of 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT; Sigma) to a water-insoluble formazan by viable cells. In all, 3000 cells obtained for HME/AS WISP3 clones, HME/Flag, and HME wild-type cells, suspended in 200 µl of culture medium, were plated in 96-well plates and grown under normal conditions. Cultures were assayed at 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 days by the addition of MTT and incubation for 1 hour at 37°C. The MTT-containing medium was aspirated and 100 µl of dimethyl sulphoxide (Sigma) was added to lyse the cells and solubilize the formazan. Optical densities of the lysates were determined on a Dynatech MR 5000 microplate reader at 595 nm.

Analysis of vascular endothelial growth factor
Conditioned medium was generated by incubating HME/AS WISP3 cells, HME/Flag cells, and SUM149 cells in serum-free medium. After 3 days the medium was collected, cleared of cell debris by centrifugation, concentrated approximately 10-fold through a Centriplus YM-10 column (Millipore, Bedford, MA). The levels of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), which is a factor known to be secreted by IBC [9], were measured in the cell culture supernatants by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, as described previously [9,17].

Results
Inhibition of WISP3 increases RhoC mRNA levels in immortalized HME cells and induces proliferation, anchorage-independent growth, and VEGF production
To study the effects of inhibition of WISP3 expression on the phenotype of HME cells, we established clones of HME cells stably transfected with antisense WISP3 constructs (HME/AS WISP3). Effective inhibition of WISP3 expression was confirmed by RT–PCR (Fig. 1). Inhibition of WISP3 expression in HME cells resulted in increased expression of RhoC transcript in comparison with HME cells transfected with the control empty vector (Fig. 1). After 14 days of growth in soft agar, inhibition of WISP3 expression in HME cells resulted in a significant increase in the number of colonies formed in comparison with the empty vector control (t-test, P<0.05 for both clones; Fig. 2a). Inhibition of WISP3 expression resulted in an increase in cellular proliferation (t-test, P<0.05; Fig. 2b).

Previously, we had shown that restoration of WISP3 expression in an IBC cell line decreases the production of VEGF, a major pro-angiogenic factor secreted by IBC [9]. To determine the effect of WISP3 inhibition on the secretion of VEGF, we measured the concentration of VEGF in the conditioned medium of the stably transfected HME/AS WISP3 cells. Figure 2c shows that inhibition of WISP3 expression resulted in increased levels of VEGF in the conditioned medium (t-test, P<0.05 for all clones).

Restoration of WISP3 expression in SUM149 cells decreases RhoC expression
Because decreased expression of WISP3 in HME cells induced a significant increase in RhoC expression and some features of RhoC induced functional changes including anchorage-independent growth and production of VEGF, we sought to determine whether restoration of WISP3 expression in the SUM149 IBC cell line, which has lost WISP3 expression in the wild type, has an effect in RhoC expression. To test this, we stably transfected WISP3 in SUM149 cells and measured RhoC expression...
by Western blotting. Restoration of WISP3 expression in SUM149 cells resulted in a decrease in RhoC protein expression in comparison with the empty vector control (Fig. 3). To investigate whether the relationship between WISP3 and RhoC expression is reciprocal, we developed MCF10A cells stably transfected with RhoC. These cells showed a 2.5-fold decrease in WISP3 mRNA expression (Fig. 4).

Discussion
Our previous work showed that the overexpression of RhoC GTPase and the loss of WISP3 expression are alterations that occur concordantly, more often in IBC than in slow-growing locally advanced breast cancers. WISP3 loss was found in concert with RhoC GTPase overexpression in 90% of archival patient samples of IBC, but rarely in stage-matched non-IBC tumors. Our laboratory further demonstrated that RhoC GTPase is a transforming oncoprotein for HME cells and that WISP3 has tumor inhibitory functions in IBC. However, neither alteration occurring in isolation seems to be sufficient to develop the full-blown, highly malignant IBC phenotype. Here we postulate that dysregulation of WISP3 might upregulate RhoC GTPase and thus enhance the aggressiveness of the phenotype that results when these two alterations are present.

We have shown that overexpression of RhoC GTPase in immortalized HME cells produced a striking tumorigenic effect that, for the most part, recapitulates the phenotype of the SUM149 IBC cell line. HME cells stably transfected with RhoC exhibited greatly increased growth under anchorage-independent conditions [15]. HME cells overexpressing RhoC showed a 2.5-fold decrease in WISP3 mRNA level.
expressing RhoC produced up to 100-fold more colonies than the controls, about 60% of the level of colony formation of the SUM149 IBC cell line. RhoC overexpression induced motility and invasion in HME cells, and markedly induced the production of angiogenic mediators including VEGF [17]. The HME/RhoC transfectants formed tumors when injected into the mammary fat pad of athymic nude mice [15].

Importantly, restoration of WISP3 in SUM149 cells ameliorated these features of the malignant phenotype. The SUM149/WISP3+ cells exhibited decreased growth in vitro and in vivo in comparison with SUM149 cells transfected with the empty vector. The invasiveness of SUM149 cells was greatly decreased by restoring WISP3 expression. We also found that WISP3 markedly decreased the concentration of angiogenic mediators in IBC and their interrelated functions in tumorigenesis, we propose that they cooperate in the development of IBC.

Using an antisense approach, inhibition of WISP3 expression in HME cells resulted in a threefold increase of RhoC GTPase transcript levels. The HME/AS WISP3 cells also exhibited increased cellular proliferation and anchorage-independent growth in soft agar. The HME/AS WISP3 cells produced significantly more colonies in soft agar in comparison with the control cells, an average of 58% of the level of colonies formed by the SUM149 IBC cells. HME/AS WISP3 cells also exhibited decreased production of VEGF in the conditioned medium.

The relationship between RhoC and WISP3 expression seems to be reciprocal. Restoration of WISP3 expression in SUM149 cells, which have lost WISP3 in the wild-type state, induced a 1.5-fold decrease in RhoC GTPase expression. These results are intriguing because changes in expression in Rho proteins by subtle factors such as 1.5–1.8 can be sufficient to modulate cellular behavior. Overexpression of RhoC in spontaneously immortalized HME cells, MCF10A, resulted in a 2.5-fold decrease in WISP3 mRNA expression.

In summary, overexpression of RhoC GTPase and loss of WISP3 are key genetic alterations in the development of IBC, and they have complementary functions. RhoC GTPase has a primary role in motility, invasion, and angiogenesis [15,17]. WISP3 has a pivotal role in tumor growth, invasion, and angiogenesis [9]. Here we have further strengthened the evidence that these genes cooperate in the development of IBC, because WISP3 expression modulates the expression of RhoC GTPase and its functions.

Conclusion
IBC is the most lethal form of locally advanced breast cancer, with a 5-year disease-free survival of less than 45%. Our work focused on determining the genetic alterations that result in this aggressive breast cancer phenotype. Previously, we have found that RhoC and WISP3 are consistently and concordantly altered in IBC tissues. RhoC functions as an oncogene, and WISP3 as a tumor suppressor gene. Here we provide evidence supporting the hypothesis that these two genes act in concert to give rise to the highly aggressive IBC phenotype. We propose a model of this interaction as a starting point for further investigations.
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Abstract
The Polycomb group protein EZH2 is a transcriptional repressor involved in controlling cellular memory and has been linked to aggressive and metastatic breast cancer. Here we report that EZH2 decreased the expression of five RAD51 paralog proteins involved in homologous recombination (HR) repair of DNA double-strand breaks (RAD51B/RAD51L1, RAD51C/RAD51L2, RAD51D/RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3), but did not affect the levels of DMC1, a gene that only functions in meiosis. EZH2 overexpression impaired the formation of RAD51 repair foci at sites of DNA breaks. Overexpression of EZH2 resulted in decreased cell survival and clonogenic capacity following DNA damage induced independently by etoposide and ionizing radiation. We suggest that EZH2 may contribute to breast tumorigenesis by specific downregulation of RAD51-like proteins and by impairment of HR repair. We provide mechanistic insights into the function of EZH2 in mammalian cells and uncover a link between EZH2, a regulator of homeotic gene expression, and HR DNA repair. Our study paves the way for exploring the blockade of EZH2 overexpression as a novel approach for the prevention and treatment of breast cancer.
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Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common malignancy and second leading cause of cancer-related deaths in women in the Western world [1]. Despite advances in early detection and treatment, once distant metastases develop, the disease is (at present) incurable. There is a need to better understand the molecular events that lead to breast cancer development and progression to improve the design of clinical tests and treatment, once distant metastases develop, the disease is (at present) incurable. There is a need to better understand the molecular events that lead to breast cancer development and progression to improve the design of clinical tests and novel targeted treatments.

Perturbations of the transcriptional memory of a cell may lead to developmental defects and cancer [2,3]. Two groups of proteins have long been found to be involved in the maintenance of heritable transcription patterns: the Polycomb group proteins (PcG) and their counterpart, the Trithorax group proteins (TrxG) [3]. Both maintain spatial patterns of homeotic box gene expression, which occur early during embryonic development of Drosophila. TrxG act as activators and maintain the “on stage” of gene expression, whereas PcG act as repressors and maintain the “off stage” of gene expression. At least two PcG complexes with distinct functions and target genes have been found: Polycomb Repression Complex (PRC)-2, which consists of EZH2/embryonic ectoderm development (EED) [4] and Suz(12) [5], among other proteins, and PRC-1 [6], which consists of Ring1, Mel18, Mph1, Bmi1, and Mpc2, among other proteins. In human malignancies, PcG and TrxG have been found to be dysregulated first in neoplasms of hematopoietic origin, but also in solid tumors, including breast and prostate carcinomas [7–16].

EZH2 is the human homologue of the PcG Enhancer of Zeste and is involved in gene silencing [3]. EZH2 contains a SET domain, a highly conserved domain found in many chromatin-associated histone methyltransferases. EZH2 and its binding partners EED and Suz(12) interact directly with type 1 histone deacetylases (HDACs), and this has been suggested to be part of the silencing mechanism [17–19]. Furthermore, recent studies have demonstrated that PRC-2 complexes methylate H3-K9 and K27 in vitro, with a strong preference for K27 [20–25]. Methylation of both H3-K9 and H3-K27 is thought to be involved in targeting PRC-1 to specific genetic loci [23,26]. At present, the mechanism of function of EZH2 in the development of malignant tumors is unknown.

The mammalian genome is at constant risk of mutation as a result of damage to DNA. This can occur due to extrinsic or intrinsic insults. Hampered DNA double-strand break (DSB) repair may lead to structural chromosomal abnormalities and
aneuploidy, which may result in cell death or neoplastic transformation [27–30]. The two main mechanisms used to repair DSB are homologous recombination (HR), which promotes accurate repair of DSB by copying intact information from an undamaged homologous DNA template, and nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ), which is a homology-independent mechanism that rejoins broken ends, regardless of sequence [31].

In vertebrates, HR requires the recombinase RAD51 and its five paralogs RAD51B/RAD51L1, RAD51C/RAD51L2, RAD51D/RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3 [32]. The sixth paralog, DMC1, is thought to be only active in meiotic cells [32,33]. The RAD51 paralogs share up to 20% amino acid identity with the human RAD51 protein and with each other. Null mutations of any of the paralogs prevent RAD51 from assembling at damaged sites, resulting in decreased RAD51 repair foci formation, hampered HR, and increased sensitivity to DNA cross-linking drugs [34–40]. Although the functions and mechanisms of the regulation of the RAD51 paralogs are still elusive, an emerging body of data indicates that the RAD51 paralogs are important in maintaining chromosomal integrity and function in the early and later stages of HR [32,41].

We have previously reported that overexpression of the PcG EZH2 plays an important role in breast cancer by promoting the growth and invasion of breast epithelial cells [14]. Moreover, EZH2 is a promising novel biomarker of aggressive breast cancer, being elevated in invasive and metastatic tumors, when compared to normal breast tissues. Indeed, EZH2 is an independent predictor of breast cancer recurrence and death [14]. In breast tissues, EZH2 protein expression increases steadily from normal epithelium to epithelial hyperplasia, ductal carcinoma in situ, invasive carcinoma, and distant metastasis, supporting the finding that EZH2 plays a central role in neoplastic transformation [14]. In this study, we show that EZH2 overexpression down-regulates all five RAD51 paralogs, which are necessary for HR in breast epithelial cells. This downregulation is associated with an impaired survival capacity of breast epithelial cells amidst the DNA-damaging effects of etoposide and ionizing radiation. Taken together, these data uncover a link between regulators of homeotic gene expression and the DNA repair pathway, and they propose a novel mechanism for EZH2 function in breast tumorigenesis.

**Experimental Design**

**Cell Lines**

Spontaneously immortalized human mammary epithelial MCF10A cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were grown in DMEM/F-12 (Cellgro) supplemented with nonessential amino acids, penicillin/streptomycin, L-glutamine, Fungizone, 5% horse serum, 20 mg/ml embryonic growth factor, 100 ng/ml cholera toxin, 10 μg/ml insulin, and 500 ng/ml hydrocortisone. Cells were kept at 37°C and 10% CO2. For detaching, cells were treated with 0.25% trypsin for 5 minutes. MCF7 breast cancer cells (ATCC) were grown in a DMEM/F12 mixture supplemented with 5% FBS. SUM102 human breast cancer cells were grown in F12 supplemented with 5% FBS, 10 μg/ml insulin, and 500 ng/ml hydrocortisone.

**Adenoviral Constructs**

Adenoviral constructs were generated by in vitro recombination. Full-length EZH2 (av-EZH2) was inserted into an adenoviral shuttle [pACCMVpLpA(−) loxP-SSP] provided by the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) vector core. The virus was complemented in a 293 helper cell line, propagated in 911 cells, and purified on a CsCl gradient. The virus was stored in 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.4), 137 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, and 1 mM MgCl2 in 10% (vol/vol) glycerol. As control, adenovirus containing no transgene was used. As an additional control, the full-length luciferase gene, an unrelated gene, was inserted in an adenovirus (av-luciferase).

**Quantitative Reverse Transcriptase Analysis**

RNA was harvested from MCF10A cells infected with vector or av-EZH2 constructs using TRIZOL (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. One microgram of RNA was reverse-transcribed using Superscript II (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s instructions and reconstituted in 20 μl of RNase-free water. One microliter of cDNA product was used for quantitative real-time PCR analysis. Reaction mixes were made by combining 12.5 μl of 2× SYBR green RT-PCR master mix, 0.5 μl of RNAse inhibitor (Promega, Madison, WI), primer, template, and H2O to a final volume of 25 μl into Smart Cycler Tubes (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA). Primers were used at a final concentration of 0.25 μM:

**RAD51L1**: 5’-TTT CCC CAC TGG AGC TTA TG-3’, 5’-CTT CGT CCA AAG CAG AAA GG-3’

**RAD51L2**: 5’-GCA TAC CCA GGG CTT CAT AAT C-3’, 5’-TTT CGG TGT TCC TCT CCC TTG TGT TTT TCT-3’

**RAD51L3**: 5’-CAG TGG TGG ACC TGG TT-3’, 5’-CTG GGC CTC CTA CAA TTT TT-3’

**XRCC2**: 5’-TTC CAT AGG GCT GAG TCT GG-3’

**XRCC3**: 5’-AAG AAG GTC CCC GTA CTG CT-3’

**-Actin**: 5’-ACG CTG CCT CCC AGA AC-3’

**DMCI**: 5’-GGC ACT TTT TCG AGT GG-3’, 5’-CAG GCA TCT CAG GAC TGT CA-3’

**-Actin**: 5’-CTG GAC TTC GAG CAA GAG-3’, 5’-AAG GAA GAC TGG AAG AG-3’

Primers were selected using LocusLink software and spanned an intron–exon junction to prevent amplification of genomic DNA. To confirm the absence of nonspecific amplification, a no-template control was included. Forty cycles were programmed as follows: 15 seconds of denaturation at 94°C, followed by 1 minute of extension at 60°C. Results were quantified against a β-actin standard set in relation to the vector control using Excel.

**Western Immunoblot**

MCF10A, MCF7, and SUM102 cells were infected with vector or av-EZH2. After 2 days, cells were lysed in 10% glycerol, 150 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2 25 mM HEPES, 2 mM...
DTT, and one Complete Mini protease inhibitor tablet (Roche, Nutley, NJ) and sonicated 4 × 30 seconds at medium speed. Samples were separated on a precast gel (10% Tris–glycine; Cambrex, Rockville, MD) and transferred to nitrocellulose membrane using a Transblot Semidyry Transfer Cell (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Membranes were blocked in 5% (wt/vol) milk at room temperature for 1 hour. After three washes in Tris-buffered saline–Tween (TBS-T), primary antibodies against RAD51L2 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA), RAD51L3 (Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO), RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3 (Abcam), at a dilution of 1/1000, were added in PBS-T [PBS containing 0.1% (vol/vol) Triton X-100] containing 3% BSA. The membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C, washed three times for 15 minutes in TBS-T, and incubated with anti–mouse horseradish peroxidase (Amersham, Buckinghamshire, UK) at a dilution of 1/2500. After incubation for 1 hour and three more washes, immunoreactive proteins were visualized using ECL reagents (Amersham), following the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Immunofluorescence**

MCF10A cells were plated onto chamber slides and infected with av-EZH2 or av-vector. On the next day, the cells were treated with 0.3 mM etoposide for 24 hours. Following incubation, the cells were washed three times with PBS and fixed in 3% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde in PBS-T and 0.15% (wt/vol) BSA for 20 minutes. Prior to incubation with antibodies against RAD51 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) or Myc (Cell Signaling, Beverly, MA) at a dilution of 1/1000 for 16 hours, the slides were rinsed twice in PBS-T. After incubation, the slides were washed 4 × 15 minutes in PBS-T. The slides were incubated for 4 hours with Alexa Fluor 488 or Texas Red antibody (Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA) at a dilution of 1/500, washed 4 × 15 minutes in PBS-T, and mounted with ProLong antifade reagent with DAPI (Molecular Probes). Images were obtained with an Olympus F500 inverted confocal microscope using ×10, ×40, and ×60 oil immersion objectives. The frequencies of cells containing RAD51 foci were determined by counting at least 250 nuclei in each slide in three independent experiments. Following strict published criteria, only nuclei containing ≥10 RAD51 foci were classified as RAD51-positive [42].

**Survival Assays**

For colony outgrowth assays, 500 MCF10A, 500 MCF7, and 500 SUM102 cells were plated onto a Petri dish 4 hours before infection. Cells were infected with vector or av-EZH2 constructs. An av-luciferase was used as additional control. One day after infection, the culture medium was changed and cells were continuously treated with increasing concentrations of etoposide (0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 mM). After 7 to 9 days, when colonies had been observed, the cells were washed twice in PBS, and colonies were fixed and stained using methylene blue (Merck), following the manufacturer’s instructions. Colonies with more than 50 cells were counted as positive.

For clonogenic survival assays, 500 MCF10A, 500 MCF7, and 500 SUM102 cells were plated 4 hours before infection. Cells were infected with av-vector, av-EZH2, or av-luciferase constructs. One day after infection, the culture medium was changed and cells were treated for 24 hours with increasing concentrations of etoposide (0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 mM). After 7 to 9 days, colonies were already visible. Cells were washed twice with PBS, fixed, and stained using methylene blue (Merck), following the manufacturer’s instructions. Colonies exceeding 50 cells were counted.

For ionizing radiation experiments, 4000 MCF10A, 4000 MCF7, and 4000 SUM102 cells were plated and infected with av-vector, av-EZH2, or av-luciferase. Two days after infection, the cells were irradiated with doses of 0, 300, 600, 900, and 1200 rad using a 137Cs Mark I irradiator. Seven days post-infection, the colonies were stained with crystal violet and counted as described in the above paragraph. For all assays, transient gene expression of EZH2 in MCF10A, MCF7, and SUM102 cells was validated by Western blot analysis.

**Metaphase Analysis**

MCF10A cells were grown to 20% confluency and infected with av-EZH2 or vector control. Two days post-infection, 0.004 μg/ml KaryoMax Colcemid (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA) was added. Sixteen hours later, the cells were trypsinized and washed in PBS. After centrifugation, the cells were resuspended in 250 μl of PBS. Eight milliliters of 0.06 M KCl was carefully added while gently shaking the cells at 37°C in a water bath. Cells were incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes and then fixed with 2 ml of methanol:glacial acetic acid (3:1). After 5 minutes of centrifugation at 1000 rpm, the cells were resuspended in 8 ml of fixative, centrifuged again, and finally resuspended in 1 ml of fixative.

Cells were dropped from a pipette onto a wet frosted slide (Fisher, Pittsburgh, PA) from a height of about 50 cm. The slides were dried for 15 minutes at 37°C. ProLong Gold (Molecular Probes) antifade reagent with DAPI was used to fix the cover slip. Slides were dried overnight and then analyzed using Spectral Imaging SkyView software (Applied Spectral Imaging, Vista, CA). The number of chromosomes in 75 to 100 cells in metaphase was counted independently by three investigators (M.Z., D.O.F., and C.G.K.). Experiments were performed in triplicate.

**Results**

EZH2-Overexpressing Mammary Epithelial Cells Exhibit Lower Transcription of RAD51L1, RAD51L2, RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3, But Not of DMC1

In our previous studies, we demonstrated that EZH2 promoted growth and invasion in human mammary epithelial cells, which resulted in an aggressive and metastatic breast cancer phenotype [14]. Patients with tumors with high EZH2 expression had a worse disease-free and overall survival than those with low levels of EZH2 [14]. EZH2 has been reported to function as a transcriptional repressor in mammalian cells [14,19,43]. Preliminary data from our laboratory of a cDNA microarray comparing EZH2-overexpressing breast epithelial cells to vector controls prompted us to...
investigate the possible influence of EZH2 on the expression of the RAD51 paralogs (data not shown). Notably, quantitative real-time PCR on av-EZH2− and av-vector−infected human mammary epithelial cells revealed that EZH2 overexpression led to a drastic decrease in the transcripts of the five RAD51 paralogs. As shown in Figure 1A, RAD51L1, RAD51L2, RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3 transcripts are significantly decreased in EZH2-overexpressing MCF10A cells. These five RAD51 paralogs have crucial nonredundant roles in the HR DNA repair pathway. DMC1, a RAD51 paralog that is active only in meiosis, was not affected (Figure 1A). Immunoblot analyses of MCF10A, MCF7, and SUM102 cells showed that EZH2 overexpression was associated with decreased protein levels of RAD51L1, RAD51L2, RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3 (Figure 1B).

Attenuated RAD51 Repair Foci Formation in EZH2-Overexpressing Breast Epithelial Cells

RAD51L1, RAD51L2, RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3 are required for the formation of DNA damage−induced RAD51 repair foci. This is a crucial event in HR repair as studies have demonstrated that RAD51 foci formation is significantly attenuated in mutant cells defective in any of the RAD51 paralogs [34−37,40,41,44,45]. EZH2 overexpression in MCF10A cells resulted in a marked decrease in RAD51 foci formation after induction of DSB by etoposide (Figure 2). To investigate the effect of EZH2 overexpression on the repair foci formation ability of breast cells, we determined the number of cells with ≥10 RAD51 foci in EZH2-overexpressing and control cells at 0, 6, 12, and 24 hours following a 24-hour treatment with etoposide. Figure 2B shows that, immediately after removal of etoposide, EZH2-overexpressing cells displayed only about 50% of repair foci compared to the controls. These cells could not compensate for the hampered foci formation by sustaining a low level of repair over a longer period of time. Thus, 6 hours after etoposide withdrawal, the number of cells with RAD51 foci was significantly decreased in all cells, but the number of foci in EZH2-overexpressing cells was still significantly lower than that in the respective controls. After 12 hours, EZH2-overexpressing cells and controls had about the same number of cells with RAD51 repair foci. Twenty-four hours after etoposide withdrawal, RAD51 foci formation ceased almost completely in EZH2-overexpressing cells and controls. These data suggest that HR repair in EZH2-overexpressing cells is less effective than that in the controls.

EZH2-Overexpressing Cells Have Reduced Survival to Etoposide- and Radiation-Induced DNA Damage and Increased Number of Chromosomes

The above experiments demonstrated that EZH2 overexpression results in a marked downregulation of the RAD51 paralogs involved in HR and an attenuated formation of RAD51 foci after induced DSB. We next investigated the effects of EZH2 overexpression on cell survival after induction of DSB in the spontaneously immortalized human mammary epithelial cell line MCF10A and two breast cancer cell lines MCF7 and SUM102. In addition, to control for possible effects of protein overexpression, we infected these cells with av-luciferase, a gene unrelated to EZH2 that is not involved in HR repair. To induce DSB, we chose to independently use etoposide and ionizing radiation—both previously shown to cause DNA DSBs that are repaired by the HR pathway [42]. As presented in Figure 3, EZH2 overexpression significantly decreased the survival, clonogenic capacity, and colony-forming ability of the three breast cell lines after exposure to ionizing radiation and etoposide. Overall, our experiments suggest that overexpression of EZH2 hampers HR repair of DSB, at least in part, by downregulation of the five RAD51 paralogs RAD51L1, RAD51L2, RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3.

Knockout of the RAD51 paralogs has been shown to cause multiple forms of genetic instability, including chromosome aberrations, centrosome fragmentation, and missegregation of chromosomes [32,34−37,40,41,44,45]. In particular, a defect in chromosomal segregation leading to aneuploidy appears to be specific for HR repair defects, as it has not been found for cells deficient in alternative repair pathways (for
instance, simple end joining of DNA breaks) [32,46,47]. Cytogenetic analysis of EZH2-overexpressing MCF10A cells and vector controls showed that EZH2 overexpression led to a shift in the number of chromosomes. Table 1 shows that, although the control cells show the characteristic chromosomal changes of immortal but untransformed MCF10A cells, EZH2-overexpressing cells have an increased number of chromosomes, with over 65% of cells having 49 to 54 chromosomes (t-test, P < .0001). Adenovirus infection did not affect the number and integrity of the chromosomes, as adeno-virus-infected and uninfected MCF10A cells had the same low-level (baseline) aneuploidy characteristic of MCF10A cells [48–53].

Discussion

In this study, we provide evidence for a hitherto unknown mechanism of action for EZH2 in the development of breast cancer. We report that EZH2 overexpression results in specific downregulation of five RAD51 paralogs RAD51L1, RAD51L2, RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3, which are crucial for the normal function of the HR pathway of DNA DSB repair in mammalian cells [36,37,40]. Coupled with this effect on gene expression, EZH2 overexpression attenuates RAD51 foci formation at sites of DNA damage, impairing the ability of human breast epithelial cells to repair DNA by HR. Our results show that EZH2 overexpression leads to a lower survival after DNA-damaging insults. We suggest that suppression of the RAD51 paralogs by EZH2 is a likely mechanism of EZH2-driven malignant transformation of breast epithelial cells.

EZH2 is a member of the PcG of early-onset gene repressors involved in maintaining heritable gene expression profiles, thus regulating cell type identity [22–25]. There is compelling evidence that EZH2 overexpression leads to cancer. EZH2 is involved in the pathogenesis of myeloid leukemia, Hodgkin’s disease, B-cell lymphoma, and multiple myeloma [9,10,12]. Our group and other investigators have reported that EZH2 promotes the development and progression of breast cancer, prostate cancer, and other solid tumors [11,13–15]. By performing an in silico analysis of published cDNA datasets using ONCOMINE [54], we found that, in addition to breast cancer, EZH2 mRNA is overexpressed in lung, liver, prostate, bladder, and adrenal carcinomas when compared to their normal epithelial counterparts (data not shown). These data suggest that misexpression of EZH2 may be a fundamental event in the transition from normal state to cancer in several organs. At present, the mechanism of action of EZH2 in cancer is unknown.

There are several lines of evidence supporting a role for the RAD51 gene family in cancer development, especially in light of the functional links between RAD51 and the BRCA genes [32]. In breast cancer, it has been shown that BRCA2 mutation carriers are at greater risk for breast cancer when they also carry the RAD51 variant G135CD [55–57]. XRCC2 codon 188 variant may carry an increased risk for breast cancer [58]. The variant Glu233Gly of RAD51L3 may increase the risk of breast cancer in families without BRCA gene mutations [59]. The emerging association between the RAD51 gene family and cancer is not surprising given the critical role of RAD51 and its paralogs in HR repair, which is essential for the maintenance of genomic stability and tumor avoidance. Cell lines deficient in XRCC2 and XRCC3 have a high frequency of chromosomal instability, with especially high frequencies of chromosome exchange and aneuploidy [32,46,47,60]. XRCC2- and XRCC3-deficient hamster cells have been shown to have increased missegregation of chromosomes resulting in aneuploidy, likely due to a centrosome defect [46,47]. It has been suggested that loss of RAD51 paralog genes leads, in particular, to a chromosomal segregation defect that results in aneuploidy [32,46,47]. Studies have shown that aneuploidy causes imbalances in groups of proteins involved in chromosome segregation, synthesis, and repair, possibly leading to malignant transformation of the cell [27–30].

In the present study, we found that EZH2 overexpression in human mammary epithelial cells resulted in a drastic downregulation of the transcripts of the five RAD51 paralogs involved in HR repair (RAD51L1, RAD51L2, RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3). Notably, the expression of the sixth paralog, DMC1, and of RAD51 (data not shown) was not

Figure 2. EZH2 overexpression reduces RAD51 foci formation. (A) Visualization of RAD51 foci in MCF10A cells infected with vector control or av-EZH2 after etoposide-induced DSBs. Shown are two representative cells. Lower panel: respective DAPI stain. (B) Mean percentage of vector control or av-EZH2 cells containing ≥ 10 RAD51 foci (columns) after a 24-hour etoposide treatment. Standard deviations (error bars) from three independent experiments for each time point are depicted.
affected by EZH2. In light of these data, it is likely that EZH2 may play a role in the transcriptional regulation of the RAD51 paralogs and thus modulate the function of HR DNA repair. In Drosophila, PcG exert their function through a DNA motif called Polycomb response element (PRE) [61,62]. Although a mammalian PRE has not been found yet, a recent study found that the EZH2 complex is able to associate with the hDAB2IP promoter in prostate cells and is able to recruit HDAC1 to the promoter region [19]. Whether the EZH2 complex also associates with the promoters of the RAD51 paralogs is intriguing and warrants investigation.

Consistent with the observed decrease in RAD51L1, RAD51L2, RAD51L3, XRCC2, and XRCC3, EZH2-overexpressing mammary epithelial cells had an attenuated

Figure 3. EZH2 overexpression decreases cell survival following etoposide treatment and ionizing radiation. MCF10A, MCF7, and SUM102 cells were infected with av-EZH2 and the control vector. (A) Western blot analysis for EZH2 and β-actin. (B) Three independent toxicity assays for MCF10A, MCF7, and SUM102 cells. The legend for all experiments is shown in the upper right corner. The upper panel shows a colony outgrowth of cells infected with av-EZH2, a luciferase control, or a vector control. Cells were treated continuously with etoposide. Colony-forming ability was measured after 7 to 9 days by counting colonies with more than 50 cells. The means (symbols) and standard deviations (bars) from three different experiments are shown. The middle panel shows clonogenic efficiency after 24 hours of treatment with etoposide. The means (symbols) and standard deviations (bars) from four different experiments are shown. The lower panel shows the surviving cells after different doses of ionizing irradiation. Colonies were counted after 9 days, as described above.
formation of RAD51 repair foci after treatment with etoposide. EZH2 overexpression resulted in a marked decrease in the number of cells with repair foci when compared to controls. The attenuated RAD51 foci formation most likely led to unrepaired chromosomal breaks. Although most cells would succumb to the damage, a subset of cells may survive and acquire additional genetic alterations, which may lead to neoplastic transformation.

We next tested the hypothesis that attenuated DNA repair foci formation may lead to defective HR. Indeed, EZH2-overexpressing cells exhibited decreased survival ability following etoposide and ionizing radiation, both of which cause DNA DSBs that necessitate HR repair [42,63–67]. EZH2 overexpression not only affected HR repair in the spontaneously immortalized human mammary epithelial cell line MCF10A, but had a similar effect on two breast cancer cell lines MCF7 and SUM102. Furthermore, EZH2-overexpressing MCF10A cells exhibited an increase in the number of chromosomes when compared to controls. These results are not surprising given the important role of HR not only in DNA repair, but also in the resolution of crossover during cell divisions [32]. Taken together, our data suggest that EZH2 overexpression occurs early in neoplastic transformation and may be important for the development of prevention strategies for breast cancer based on blockade of EZH2. Our data open the way to future investigations on the detection of EZH2 overexpression in histologically normal breast epithelial cells as a harbinger of carcinoma. This could result in the development of a new clinically applicable tissue-based test to determine the individual risk of breast cancer before histologic atypia is evident.

Our data are in agreement with previous studies demonstrating that aneuploidy is particularly seen in association with defects in HR, but not in association with defects in other DNA repair mechanisms such as NHEJ repair [32,46,47]. These data suggest further investigations to elucidate whether EZH2 overexpression induces random or specific chromosomal alterations. Our data strengthen the emerging link between decreased expression of the RAD51 paralogs, aneuploidization, and cancer development.

In summary, we have identified and delineated a new functional role for EZH2 in the HR mechanism of DNA repair, which may cause aneuploidy in breast epithelial cells. We provide a mechanistic basis for our initial observations implicating EZH2 in promoting breast cancer development and also uncover a role for EZH2 in the regulation of a central pathway in DNA repair and in maintaining the stability of the genome.

Table 1. Effect of EZH2 Overexpression on the Chromosome Number of MCF10A Cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of Metaphases According to the Number of Chromosomes</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46–48</td>
<td>49–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCF10A/vector</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCF10A/EZH2</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Summary**

**Background.** There is a need for reliable predictors of breast cancer aggressiveness that will further refine the staging classification and help guide the implementation of novel therapies. We have identified RhoC as being nearly always overexpressed in the most aggressive form of breast cancer, inflammatory breast cancer (IBC); in subsequent work we identified RhoC to be a promising marker of aggressive behavior in breast cancers less than 1 cm in diameter. We hypothesized that RhoC expression would identify aggressive, non-IBC tumors breast cancer patients at any stage with worse outcomes defined as recurrence and/or metastasis.

**Methods.** We constructed four high-density tissue microarrays (TMAs) using 801 tissue cores from 280 patients. These tissues represent a wide range of normal breast and breast disease, including intraductal hyperplasia, ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), invasive carcinomas, and distant metastases. The TMAs were immunostained using a polyclonal anti-RhoC antibody developed in our laboratory. Cytoplasmic RhoC expression was scored as negative, weak, moderate, or strong by a previously validated scoring schema.

**Results.** RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression. All samples of normal breast epithelium had negative to weak staining, whereas staining intensity increased in hyperplasia, DCIS, invasive carcinomas, and distant metastases (Kruskal–Wallis \( p < 0.001 \)). In patients with invasive carcinoma, high RhoC expression was associated with features of aggressive behavior including high histologic grade, positive lymph nodes, and negative hormonal receptor status. High RhoC expression was a predictor of overall survival in patients with breast cancer (log rank test, \( p = 0.002 \)) and was associated with 100% increase in the risk of death as compared to patients with low RhoC expression. Importantly, high RhoC was an independent predictor of poor response to doxorubicin-based chemotherapy with a hazard ratio of 3.1 and a 95% CI of 1.2–7.7 (\( p = 0.02 \)).

**Conclusion.** RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression and RhoC protein level in tumor tissue is strongly associated with biologically aggressive invasive carcinomas of the breast. RhoC expression, if validated, may identify patients who are less likely benefit from doxorubicin therapy and suggests RhoC overexpression as a new target for intervention.

**Introduction**

Breast cancer remains the second most common cause of cancer related deaths for women in the United States [1]. With the most advanced current treatment options, it is a fact that once patients develop distant metastases, they succumb to the disease [2]. The most important prognostic indicators in breast cancer that are in current use in the clinic are components of the staging system, such as primary tumor size and the presence of lymph node metastases [3]. Although these parameters are the most powerful prognostic factors available, they are not as precise as desired in predicting which tumors will recur locally and/or metastasize distally [4]. There are small invasive carcinomas that follow an aggressive clinical course and large tumors that do not recur or metastasize. Approximately one-third of women with node-negative breast cancer experience recurrences, whereas approximately one-third of patients with positive lymph nodes are free of disease 10 years after the primary tumor diagnosis. In addition to size and lymph nodes, other morphologic features, such as histological grade, vascular invasion, and molecular markers have been investigated for their potential to predict outcome, but in general, they have had limited value so far [4–6]. These data highlight the need for more sensitive and specific markers of aggressive behavior.

Through a modified version of the differential display technique and *in situ* hybridization of breast tissues, we previously identified RhoC, a gene involved in cell
polarity and motility, as being overexpressed in the most lethal form of locally advanced breast cancers, inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) [7]. We demonstrated that RhoC functions as a transforming oncogene for human mammary epithelial cells giving rise to a highly motile and invasive phenotype [8,9]. Invasive breast carcinomas that developed metastases exhibited higher levels of RhoC protein than invasive carcinomas that did not metastasize [10]. This body of work led us to hypothesize that RhoC overexpression may occur early in breast cancer progression and that it may identify a group of invasive, non-IBC tumors with a highly aggressive phenotype.

**Methods**

**Selection of patients and tissue microarray development**

Breast tissues were obtained from the Surgical Pathology files at the University of Michigan with Institutional Review Board approval. A total of 280 cases (n = 801 tissue microarray elements) were reviewed by the study pathologist (CGK) and arrayed in four high-density tissue microarrays (TMAs), as previously described [11,12]. At least three tissue cores (0.6 mm diameter) were sampled from each block to account for tumor heterogeneity. The TMAs contained the whole spectrum of breast pathology, with samples of normal breast (n = 76), intraductal hyperplasia (n = 26), ductal carcinoma in situ (n = 22), invasive carcinoma (n = 639), and breast cancer metastases (n = 38). The invasive carcinomas were obtained from 233 largely consecutive patients (n = 639 tissue microarray elements) with follow-up information at the University of Michigan between 1987 and 1991. Clinical and outcome information on the 233 patients was obtained by chart review performed by the surgeon on the study (MSS) with IRB approval. In our cohort of 233 breast cancer patients, 211 had follow-up information. The median duration of follow-up was 3.6 years (range 15 days–17 years). Clinical and pathologic variables were determined following well-established criteria. The histologic grade was assessed according to the method described by Elston and Ellis [13]; angiolymphatic invasion was classified as either present or absent.

**Immunohistochemical studies**

Immunohistochemistry was performed on the TMAs by using a standard biotin–avidin complex technique and a polyclonal antibody against RhoC that was previously validated by immunoblot and immunohistochemistry [10]. RhoC expression was evaluated at least three times for every tissue microarray element and at least nine times for each tumor, using an internet based tool (TMA Profiler, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI) [11,14]. Using this method, the pathologist is blinded to tumor stage and clinical information. The median value of all measurements from a single individual was used for subsequent analyses. As observed previously [10], RhoC protein was strongly expressed in the cytoplasm of myoepithelial cells and vascular smooth muscle cells, which served as consistent internal positive controls. Cytoplasmic RhoC expression was scored from 1 to 4 by comparison to the positive internal controls [10,11,15]. Strong, diffuse staining was considered score = 4, whereas moderate and low diffuse staining was scored as 3 and 2, respectively. Negative staining was scored as 1. Based on our previous work dealing with the biological characterization of RhoC as an oncogene, we defined high RhoC expression when there was strong staining (score = 4) and low RhoC expression, when staining was negative, weak, or moderate (scores = 1–3).

**Statistical analysis**

The association between RhoC protein expression and the pathologic diagnoses of the tissue microarray element was assessed using the general estimating equation. The ordinal expression categories for RhoC were modeled using the multinomial distribution with the cumulative logit link. Tissue microarray elements were clustered by patient. The model calculates the odds of a higher expression score versus a lower score, with the odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals reported.

The median RhoC expression score by patient was calculated for the subset of invasive carcinoma microarray elements. In instances where the calculated median was the midpoint between expression categories, the median was rounded to the higher category. Possible associations between the median RhoC expression score and clinical and pathologic features of the patient were assessed using the cumulative-logit multinomial model. Also called the proportional-odds model, the model calculates the odds of a higher expression score compared to a lower score across the ordinal categories of expression. The appropriateness of the proportional-odds assumption across categories was tested using the \( \chi^2 \) score test. The odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals are reported.

Overall survival time, time to breast cancer specific mortality, and time to treatment failure were calculated from the date of surgery until the subjects’ date of death, date of death due to breast cancer, or the date of diagnosed treatment failure, respectively. Patients experiencing competing events were censored at the date of the competing event. For example, for calculations of breast cancer specific mortality, patients dying from other causes were censored on that date. Treatment failures included the diagnosis of local recurrence and the development of regional and distant metastases. Patients not experiencing any failure events were censored on their last date of follow-up or date of death. The analyzable sample included those patients with primary invasive tumor specimens arrayed for whom clinical follow-up data were available (N = 211).

Univariate associations between time-to-event endpoints and the clinical and pathologic characteristics,
which included median RhoC expression, were assessed using the log-rank test statistic. The probability of events was estimated using the product-limit method of Kaplan and Meier. Multivariate associations were modeled using Cox proportional hazards regression. Clinical and pathologic characteristics with univariate log-rank test statistics with p-values less than 10% were included in multivariate models. The most parsimonious multivariate models were constructed using backward, stepwise elimination, with a p-value less than or equal to 5% necessary for a covariate to be retained. Hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals are reported.

Results

RhoC protein expression is elevated in breast cancer

On the basis of our previous work characterizing RhoC as an oncogene in IBC and its protein expression in breast tissues, we sought to determine whether RhoC is upregulated as breast cancer develops. To this end, we evaluated the expression of RhoC protein in a wide range of breast tissues (280 cases, n = 801 tissue microarray elements) by immunohistochemistry, to characterize its expression in situ. RhoC expression was observed mainly in the cytoplasm (Figure 1(a)), consistent with our previous observations [10]. Invasive breast carcinomas that expressed high levels of RhoC and those that expressed low levels of RhoC were readily apparent. RhoC protein levels were elevated in invasive carcinoma when compared to normal, intraductal hyperplasia, and DCIS (Table 1 and Figure 1). The odds of a higher RhoC expression levels were 2 times, 8 times, 12 times, and 8 times higher than normal epithelium, for intraductal hyperplasia, DCIS, invasive carcinoma, and metastatic deposits, respectively (Table 2).

Elevated RhoC expression is associated with aggressive breast cancer and poor prognosis

By using our breast cancer tissue microarray data, we evaluated the clinical pathological associations of RhoC
Protein levels in breast cancer. In our cohort of 233 breast cancer patients (n = 801 samples), 211 had follow-up information. The median age of the study population was 58 years (range 28–99 years). The clinical and pathological characteristics of the patients are summarized in Table 3. The breakdown of treatment modalities in this group of patients is summarized in Table 4. Ninety-three patients (44.1%) received chemotherapy following surgery. In 90 of 93 patients (97%) the treatment consisted of a doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide combination regimen, with the remaining three patients receiving taxol alone.

After a median follow-up of 3.6 years (range: 15 days–17 years), 42 of the 226 patients (18.6%) died of breast cancer. The 5- and 10-year disease specific survival rates for the entire cohort of patients were 60% and 38%, respectively.

High RhoC expression was present in a subset of invasive carcinomas (13 of 211, 6.2%). The association between RhoC protein levels and clinical characteristics is shown on Table 5. RhoC expression was strongly associated with the presence of positive axillary lymph nodes (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.0026), one of the strongest known predictors of survival. High RhoC expression was also associated with increasing histologic tumor grade (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.016), a measure of the degree of tumor differentiation and poor prognostic indicator. Grade II and III tumors were three and six times more likely to have a high RhoC expression when compared to grade I tumors, respectively. High RhoC expression was associated with negative estrogen receptor status (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.033) and negative progesterone receptor status (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.004). Notably, despite the small number of tumors, RhoC overexpression was strongly associated with features of poor outcome in patients with breast cancer.

We next investigated the prognostic value of RhoC protein expression by interrogating the dataset about its prediction of aspects of the outcome in patients with newly diagnosed breast cancer. As expected, at the univariate level, the stage of disease, lymph node status, and histological tumor grade were associated with overall and disease-specific survival (Tables 6 and 7). Hormone receptor status was inversely associated with outcome. We found a strong and consistent association between RhoC protein levels and overall patient outcome. Higher RhoC protein levels were associated with all the important clinical outcomes that comprise ‘poor prognosis’: shorter disease-free interval after initial surgical treatment, lower overall survival, and a high probability of breast cancer-specific death (Figure 2). The 10-year overall survival for patients with tumors expressing high RhoC levels was 23% and by contrast to 53% for low levels of RhoC (log rank, p = 0.002, Figure 2b).

The best multivariable model predictive of overall survival included tumor stage, negative PR, the presence of vascular invasion, and treatment with radiotherapy, chemotherapy and tamoxifen (Table 8). High RhoC expression was a marginally significant independent predictor of outcome. Patients with high RhoC levels had a 100% higher risk of death when compared to patients with low RhoC expression (hazard ratio 2, 95% CI 1.0–4.1, p = 0.067).

**RhoC is a promising predictive factor of response to doxorubicin-based chemotherapy**

In our cohort of 211 breast cancer patients, 93 (44.1%) received adjuvant chemotherapy consisting in 90 of the 93 patients of a doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide combination regimen (Table 4). We sought to determine whether RhoC expression could predict survival in chemotherapy treated patients. Tumor stage, positive lymph node status, estrogen and progesterone receptor status, lymphovascular invasion, tamoxifen use, and median RhoC expression all had significant univariate associations with survival for chemotherapy treated patients. The multivariate model indicates that median RhoC expression was found to be independently

---

**Table 1. Frequency of RhoC protein expression in breast tissue samples as determined by immunohistochemistry**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breast tissue</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>Staining intensity, n (%)</th>
<th>Mean intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal epithelium</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>58 (76)</td>
<td>16 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraductal hyperplasia</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14 (54)</td>
<td>11 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ductal carcinoma in situ</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6 (27)</td>
<td>9 (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invasive carcinoma</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>140 (22)</td>
<td>249 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metastasis</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>12 (32)</td>
<td>13 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>801</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Odds of higher RhoC expression according to the tissue diagnosis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Odds ratio</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal epithelium</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraductal hyperplasia</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>1.01–6.00</td>
<td>0.0487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ductal carcinoma in situ</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>3.35–21.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invasive carcinoma</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>7.00–21.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metastasis</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>3.64–17.70</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
associated with overall survival following chemotherapy, with a hazard ratio of 3.1 and a 95% CI of 1.2–7.7 (p = 0.0176) (Table 9).

Discussion

In this study based on unselected patients with primary invasive carcinomas of the breast treated by standard of care at our institution between 1987 and 1991, we tested the hypothesis that RhoC protein levels are associated with highly aggressive breast cancer. Furthermore, we examined the expression of RhoC in the whole spectrum of breast tissues, ranging from normal breast, intraductal hyperplasia, ductal carcinoma in situ, invasive carcinomas, and breast cancer metastases. We found that a high level (4+) of RhoC protein is present only in invasive carcinomas and not present in normal breast epithelium, hyperplasia, or ductal carcinoma in situ. RhoC protein expression increased steadily from normal breast, to fibrocystic changes, to DCIS, and invasive carcinomas. The strongest RhoC expression was observed in locally advanced breast cancer and in

Table 3. Clinico-pathologic characteristics of the 211 patients with invasive carcinomas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>172 (81.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>26 (12.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/Unknown</td>
<td>13 (6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menopause status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>43 (20.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peri</td>
<td>19 (9.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>129 (61.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>20 (9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ductal</td>
<td>149 (70.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobular</td>
<td>19 (9.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ductal and Lobular</td>
<td>9 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/Unknown</td>
<td>34 (16.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>65 (30.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>72 (34.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>47 (22.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>5 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>22 (10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size (cm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤2</td>
<td>109 (51.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>85 (40.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>17 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor grade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>24 (11.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>92 (43.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>77 (36.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>18 (8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estrogen receptor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>137 (64.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>68 (32.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>6 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progesterone receptor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>113 (53.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>92 (43.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>6 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her2/Neu status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive over expressed</td>
<td>36 (17.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative not over expressed</td>
<td>165 (77.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>10 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphovascular invasion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>61 (28.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>147 (69.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>3 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph nodes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>92 (43.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3 positive nodes</td>
<td>46 (21.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;4 positive nodes</td>
<td>39 (18.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>34 (16.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Treatment characteristics of the patients with invasive carcinomas (N = 211)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median RhoC expression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>33 (15.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>94 (44.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>71 (33.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13 (6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoadjuvant chemotherapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>17 (8.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>192 (91.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>2 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastectomy</td>
<td>132 (62.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumpectomy</td>
<td>74 (35.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None/Unknown</td>
<td>5 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjuvant chemotherapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>93 (44.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>108 (51.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>10 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjuvant radiotherapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>95 (45.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>104 (49.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>12 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamoxifen therapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>96 (45.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>99 (46.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>16 (7.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

associated with overall survival following chemotherapy, with a hazard ratio of 3.1 and a 95% CI of 1.2–7.7 (p = 0.0176) (Table 9).
metastatic breast cancer. These findings suggest that accumulation of RhoC protein is an early and progressive event in the development of breast cancer, thereby justifying efforts aimed at developing novel therapeutic interventions that may prevent the increase in RhoC protein expression.

In the group of patients with invasive carcinomas, very high RhoC expression occurred in a small subset (13 of 211, 6.2%). However, those patients with high levels of RhoC protein in the tumor cells had uniformly a worse outcome than patients with low RhoC expression, despite of aggressive multimodality treatment. Consistently, high RhoC expression was associated with positive lymph nodes, higher histologic grade, and with negative ER and PR protein expression, all known markers of more aggressive disease. Patients with high RhoC expression had a 5- and 10-year overall survival of 57.5% and 23%, respectively, as compared to patients with low RhoC levels (hazard ratio of 2, 95% CI of 1–4.1, p = 0.067). This suggests that RhoC overexpression is a specific alteration that occurs infrequently in early breast cancer, but when present, it signals a biologically aggressive tumor phenotype with high likelihood of recurrence and poor survival despite different treatment interventions. We suggest that this finding is clinically highly relevant and, if further validated, it may be the basis of a new clinically applicable test.

Notably, when we analyzed the predictive value of RhoC in a group of breast cancer patients treated uniformly with a combination regimen of doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide, high RhoC levels were independently associated with overall survival after chemotherapy. Although the number of patients with high RhoC expression is low overall, our data suggest that RhoC may identify a small group of patients who have a poor survival despite doxorubicin-based chemotherapy. This is clinically relevant because, if further validated in a larger cohort of uniformly treated patients, it may identify patients who might benefit from other chemotherapeutic agents or alternative molecular

Table 5. Association of RhoC expression with other clinical and pathologic features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic:</th>
<th>Fisher’s exact p-value</th>
<th>Median RhoC Staining Intensity, N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor stage:</td>
<td>0.8520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11 (33.3)</td>
<td>33 (35.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 (30.3)</td>
<td>29 (30.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9 (27.3)</td>
<td>17 (18.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size (cm):</td>
<td>0.5792</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 2</td>
<td>11 (33.3)</td>
<td>38 (40.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>19 (57.6)</td>
<td>51 (54.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor grade:</td>
<td>0.0166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>8 (24.2)</td>
<td>13 (13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>14 (42.4)</td>
<td>43 (45.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>9 (27.3)</td>
<td>29 (30.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive lymph nodes:</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>16 (48.5)</td>
<td>45 (47.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>4 (12.1)</td>
<td>19 (20.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+</td>
<td>9 (27.3)</td>
<td>10 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphovascular invasion:</td>
<td>0.6962</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>10 (30.3)</td>
<td>23 (24.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>23 (69.7)</td>
<td>69 (73.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estrogen receptor:</td>
<td>0.0336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>23 (69.7)</td>
<td>65 (69.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>10 (30.3)</td>
<td>26 (27.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progesterone receptor:</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>22 (66.7)</td>
<td>55 (58.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>11 (33.3)</td>
<td>35 (37.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her2/Neu expression:</td>
<td>0.6965</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>4 (12.1)</td>
<td>15 (15.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>29 (87.9)</td>
<td>73 (77.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Association of RhoC expression with other clinical and pathologic features.
therapies. More research is needed in this direction to further define the prognostic utility of RhoC.

The clinical significance of elevated RhoC protein in breast cancer is linked to and completely consistent with its biological functions. RhoC is a ras homology gene, with highly conserved motifs and shares a high degree of homology to RhoA, another member of the family [16–18]. Rho proteins in general, and RhoC and RhoA in particular, are involved in cytoskeletal reorganization, specifically in the formation of actin stress fibers and focal adhesion contacts [16–18]. When immortalized human mammary epithelial cells are transfected with RhoC, they undergo a striking change in the cytoplasmic shape and they become motile and invasive [9]. In our laboratory, we discovered the strong link between RhoC overexpression and inflammatory breast cancer, the most aggressive form of locally advanced breast cancer known [7–9,19]. Thus, it is not surprising that RhoC overexpression occurs in a small group of biologically aggressive non-IBC tumors with high propensity to recur and metastasize and which respond poorly to doxorubicin-based adjuvant treatment.

Recently, Rho proteins have been implicated in breast tubulogenesis and differentiation, probably through regulation of cell contractility [20]. Our descriptive observations support this notion since RhoC protein levels increased with decreasing differentiation of the invasive carcinomas. For example, well-differentiated invasive carcinomas with prominent tubule formation, monotonous appearing cells, and rare mitoses expressed little or no RhoC protein whereas poorly differentiated carcinomas that grew in disorganized sheets of pleomorphic malignant cells and exhibited a brisk mitotic activity expressed high levels of RhoC protein.

Since our initial reports of RhoC overexpression in breast cancer our findings have been supported by other investigations. RhoC overexpression has been found in malignancies derived from different cell lineages including non-small cell lung carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, ovarian carcinoma, melanoma, pancreatic carcinoma, and gastric carcinoma [7,10,21–29]. In these malignancies, RhoC has been implicated in neoplastic transformation, progression, invasion, and metastases. Taken together, these data suggest that RhoC may be involved in a global, rather than a tissue type specific mechanism of tumor progression.

Rho proteins are prenylated in order to exert their functions and to localize appropriately to the subcellular organelles. 

Table 6. Univariate analysis of overall survival

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>5-year Estimate</th>
<th>5-year 95% CI</th>
<th>10-year Estimate</th>
<th>10-year 95% CI</th>
<th>Log-rank p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tumor stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>73.5–93.5</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>59.0–84.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>68.0–88.4</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>40.0–66.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 or 4</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>33.3–61.5</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>19.0–47.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estrogen receptor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>66.9–83.0</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>45.9–65.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>44.7–62.3</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>26.6–52.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progesterone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>71.9–88.3</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>51.7–73.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>46.3–67.7</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>26.2–48.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphovascular invasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>66.2–82.0</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>50.1–68.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>47.4–72.3</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>21.6–47.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>69.9–86.4</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>48.2–69.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>48.9–71.5</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>30.1–54.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive lymph nodes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>73.9–90.9</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>55.3–77.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>65.3–90.8</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>39.7–72.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>37.3–70.0</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>19.8–54.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamoxifen use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>75.4–91.5</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>49.4–72.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>52.1–71.9</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>34.5–55.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median RhoC expression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>65.1–96.5</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>35.9–80.1</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>59.6–79.1</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>37.4–59.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>55.8–79.5</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>43.7–70.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (1, 2, or 3)</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>63.7–77.3</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>44.9–60.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (4)</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>28.9–86.1</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>0.0–50.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Univariate analysis of disease free survival

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>5-year Estimate</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>10-year Estimate</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Log-rank p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tumor stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>90.8–100</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>81.8–100</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>77.0–94.4</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>54.0–80.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 or 4</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>44.3–74.4</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>31.5–64.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size (cm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 2</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>82.2–96.7</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>71.5–90.7</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 2</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>64.3–84.3</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>55.0–78.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/II</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>84.7–96.6</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>68.1–87.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>58.3–80.3</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>47.2–71.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive lymph nodes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>87.9–99.0</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>77.3–94.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>70.4–94.3</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>51.5–84.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>45.4–78.6</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>26.9–66.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estrogen receptor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>80.1–93.0</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>65.4–83.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>52.4–77.3</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>40.4–68.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progesterone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>86.9–97.9</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>69.8–89.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>54.3–75.8</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>43.1–67.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphovascular invasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>80.8–93.3</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>71.0–87.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>51.8–76.9</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>32.8–61.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamoxifen use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>80.7–95.0</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>71.6–90.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>65.8–84.1</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>48.9–71.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median RhoC expression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>83.1–100</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>51.4–94.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>71.4–89.0</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>62.2–83.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>68.3–89.1</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>55.7–81.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (1, 2, or 3)</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>75.5–87.4</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>63.9–79.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (4)</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>36.2–93.2</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>0.0–67.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. RhoC protein expression is associated with survival in patients with breast cancer. (a) Tissue microarray elements containing representative invasive carcinomas with negative (1), weak (2), moderate (3), and strong (4) RhoC staining intensities. Original magnification 40×. (b) High RhoC expression in invasive carcinomas is associated with worse overall, disease-free, and survival following doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide treatment.
cytoplasmic membrane space [30–34]. Prenylation can be inhibited by farnesyl transferase inhibitors (FTIs) and FTIs are effective in modulating tumor growth in ras-transformed tumor cells [35–39]. Our group has previously found that FTIs were able to reverse of the RhoC-induced phenotype (even though RhoC is not itself farnesylated), manifested by a significant decrease in anchorage-independent growth, motility, and invasion [39]. Thus, we suggested that FTIs may be useful therapeutic compounds in RhoC overexpressing tumors. Another potentially useful strategy against RhoC phenotypes is represented by the HMGCoA (3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA) reductase inhibitors (statins). In particular, atorvastatin has been clearly shown to inhibit RhoC driven phenotypes in melanoma cells [40].

In summary, we discovered that RhoC expression increases with breast cancer progression and that it is associated with markers of aggressive disease and poor survival. Importantly, we found that RhoC overexpression is a negative predictor of response to doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide. This work supports that RhoC may have a role in the genesis of a highly aggressive doxorubicin resistant breast cancer phenotype. Our finding that RhoC overexpression is an infrequent and specific marker of aggressive breast cancer with poor outcome despite treatment may have important clinical implications. Specifically, RhoC detection at the time of primary tumor diagnosis may, in the future, aid clinicians in guiding treatment and paves the way to the development of targeted treatments. While our results are promising, RhoC expression needs to be validated in relationship to outcome in the context of cohorts treated in controlled clinical trials where all patients are treated uniformly. If confirmed, application of RhoC immunohistochemical analysis would be technically straightforward and feasible.
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Abstract

Introduction CCN6/WISP3 belongs to the CCN (Cyr61, CTGF, Nov) family of genes that contains a conserved insulin-like growth factor (IGF) binding protein motif. CCN6 is a secreted protein lost in 80% of the aggressive inflammatory breast cancers, and can decrease mammary tumor growth in vitro and in vivo. We hypothesized that inhibition of CCN6 might result in the loss of a growth regulatory function that protects mammary epithelial cells from the tumorigenic effects of growth factors, particularly IGF-1.

Method We treated human mammary epithelial (HME) cells with a CCN6 hairpin short interfering RNA.

Results CCN6-deficient cells showed increased motility and invasiveness, and developed features of epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). Inhibition of CCN6 expression promoted anchorage-independent growth of HME cells and rendered them more responsive to the growth effects of IGF-1, which was coupled with the increased phosphorylation of IGF-1 receptor and insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1).

Conclusion Specific stable inhibition of CCN6 expression in HME cells induces EMT, promotes anchorage-independent growth, motility and invasiveness, and sensitizes mammary epithelial cells to the growth effects of IGF-1.

Introduction

Wnt-1-induced secreted protein 3 (CCN6/WISP3) is a cysteine-rich protein that belongs to the CCN (Cyr61, CTGF, Nov) family of genes, which also contains five other members: CC1 (connective tissue growth factor or CTGF), CCN2 (Cyr61), CCN3 (Nov), CCN4 (WISP1) and CCN5 (WISP2) [1-3]. CCN4, the first cloned member of the WISP proteins was discovered because it was upregulated in the mouse mammary epithelial cell line C57MG transformed by Wnt-1 [2]. CCN6 shares high sequence homology to CCN4, although there is no evidence that CCN6 is induced by Wnt-1 signaling [2]. CCN growth factors are mostly secreted and extracellular matrix-associated proteins that regulate important functions including cellular differentiation and development, cell proliferation, survival, angiogenesis, cell migration and adhesion [2-6]. CCN proteins interact with key signaling molecules such as cell surface integrins, NOTCH1, fibulin C, S100A4, and ion channels [7-12].

CCN proteins contain an N-terminal secretory signal, followed by four distinct motifs with homology to insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-binding protein; von Willebrand factor type C; thrombospondin 1 (TSP1); and a C-terminal region with heparin-binding motifs and sequence similarities to the C termini of von Willebrand factor and mucins, the latter also being present in other growth factors such as transforming growth factor-β, platelet-derived growth factor, and nerve growth factor [1,2,9]. It is becoming increasingly evident that CCN proteins function in a cell-type-specific and tissue-type-specific manner. For example, increased expression of CCN3 (Nov) was correlated...
with reduced tumorigenicity in glioma, choriocarcinoma, and Ewing's sarcoma cell lines [13-16]. However, increased expression of CCN3 was associated with enhanced tumor growth in renal cell carcinomas [17]. CCN2 (Cyr61) stimulates the growth of breast and gastric adenocarcinomas [18,19], whereas its expression is downregulated in non-small cell lung cancer, in which CCN2 suppressed the growth of NSCLC cells by triggering a signal transduction pathway through β-catenin [20,21]. These data suggest that two members of the CCN family, CCN2 and CCN3, behave under certain circumstances as oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes in different tissue types (reviewed in [12,22]).

CCN6 maps to chromosome 6q21-22, a locus that displays high rates of loss of heterozygosity in breast cancer [23,24]. We have previously reported that CCN6 is lost in the majority of inflammatory breast cancers, a highly aggressive and metstatic form of breast cancer [25]. Restoration of CCN6 expression in inflammatory breast cancer cells results in growth inhibition in vitro and in vivo [6,26]. After synthesis, CCN6 protein is secreted and is able to modulate the effects of IGF-1 on IGF-1 receptor (IGF-1R) activation and its signaling pathways [27]. Here we investigate the function of CCN6 in the normal breast epithelium. We show that inhibition of CCN6 expression in human mammary epithelial cells strongly induces epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and leads to a highly motile and invasive phenotype. CCN6 loss promotes anchorage-independent growth in breast epithelial cells and increases cell proliferation, which is mechanistically driven, at least in part, by enhancement of the growth effects of IGF-1 and the activation of IGF-1R signaling pathways.

Materials and methods

Cell culture

Human mammary epithelial (HME) cells were immortalized with human papilloma virus E6/E7 and were characterized as being positive for keratin 19 [6,28]. Cells were cultured in Ham's F-12 medium supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS), hydrocortisone (1 µg/ml), insulin (5 µg/ml), epidermal growth factor (EGF; 10 ng/ml), cholera toxin (100 µg/ml), fungizone (2.5 µg/ml) and gentamycin (5 µg/ml), at 37°C under 10% CO2.

Generation of stable hairpin short interfering RNA-CCN6 HME cells

Hairpin short interfering RNA (siRNA) 5'-GATCCCGGGCTCTTCATC-3' and the complementary strand 5'-AGCTTTCCAAAAACACCAGGGAAATCTGAATTGTC-3' were synthesized (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and annealed hairpin siRNA-CCN6 inserts were cloned into pSilencer2.1-U6 hygro expression vector (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA). The sequence of siRNA-CCN6 (insert in) expression vector was confirmed by sequencing (University of Michigan DNA Sequencing Core).

HME cells were transfected with pSilencer2.1-U6 negative control (siRNA-control; Ambion) or siRNA-CCN6 plasmids by using FuGene 6 transfection reagent (Roche-Boehringer Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany). Stable transfectants were established by culturing transfected cells in the described medium supplemented with 100 µg/ml hygromycin (Invitrogen) for 4 weeks.

RT-PCR analysis

Total RNA was isolated from HME cells and siRNA HME clones with a Trizol kit (Life Technologies, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA). First-strand cDNA synthesis was performed by using 1 µg of total RNA with AMV reverse transcriptase (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and oligo(dT) as a primer. A 2 µl portion of the reaction mixture was used for amplification by PCR. The following primers were used: CCN6 forward primer 5’-ATGCAGGGGCTCTTCATC-3’ and CCN6 reverse primer 5’-CTTAGAGTCAGAAATATC-3’ to amplify a 1,050 bp product; E-cadherin forward primer 5’-CCTTCCTCGGCTCCTG-3’ and E-cadherin reverse primer 5’-TCTCGGCTCCTGCTG-3’ to amplify a 600 bp product. PCR was performed under the following conditions: denaturing for 1 minute at 94°C, annealing for 1 minute at 58°C and extension for 1 minute at 72°C, for 35 cycles.

Immunofluorescence

Cells were grown on glass coverslips, fixed with methanol for 5 minutes at -20°C and then permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 for 15 minutes at room temperature 25°C. The coverslips were then saturated for 30 minutes with 2% bovine serum albumin in PBS. After being washed in PBS, cells were incubated for 1 hour with a monoclonal antibody against E-cadherin (dilution 1:50, BD Transduction Laboratories, San Jose, CA, USA). Cells were exposed for 1 hour to Alexa Fluor anti-mouse Ig G (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). After being washed with PBS three times, the coverslips were then mounted with prolong Gold anti-fade reagent with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole and the borders were sealed with transparent nail polish.

Anchorage-independent growth

For studies of anchorage-independent growth we performed soft agar assays on stable clones of HME/CCN6 siRNA and on HME control cells. Each well of a six-well plate was first layered with 0.6% agar diluted with 5% FBS-supplemented Ham's F-12 medium complete with growth factors. The cell layer was then prepared by diluting agarose to concentrations of 0.3% with 5 × 103 cells in 2.5% FBS-supplemented Ham's F-12 (1.5 ml per well). Plates were maintained for 3 weeks at 37°C under 10% CO2. Colonies were counted under a microscope with a grid. The experiment was performed three times independently.
Effect of CCN6 inhibition on the phenotype of mammary epithelial cells. (a) Human mammary epithelial (HME) cells were stably transfected with pSilencer2.1-U6 hygro expression vector expressing CCN6 hairpin siRNA. The suppression of CCN6 was confirmed by reverse transcriptase PCR and Western immunoblotting (WB). HME control cells express low levels of CCN6 protein. C1 and C2 (two stable HME CCN6 siRNA clones) show almost complete inhibition of CCN6. (b) Stable inhibition of CCN6 on HME cells results in a change from compact and oval-shaped cells to irregularly shaped cells with many protruding processes. (c) E-cadherin protein and mRNA were decreased in CCN6-deficient cells. (d) By immunofluorescence CCN6-deficient cells show a drastic decrease of membrane-associated E-cadherin protein. (e) Western immunoblots show that CCN6 inhibition results in a decrease in cytokeratin and an increase in vimentin proteins. GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
Basement membrane matrix invasion

HME/CCN6 siRNA and HME controls were trypsinized and 300 µl of 10^6 cells/ml in serum-free medium were seeded at equal numbers onto the extracellular matrix layer (ECM; Chemicon, Temecula, CA, USA). Subsequently, we added 500 µl of medium containing 5% FBS to the lower chamber. After incubation for 24 hours, the non-invading cells and ECM gel from the interior of the insert were removed gently with a cotton swab. The invasive cells on the lower surface of membrane were stained, air dried, and photographed. The invaded cells were counted under the microscope. The experiment was performed three times independently.

Random motility

Random cell motility was determined as described in the motility assay kit (Cellomics Inc., Pittsburg, PA, USA). Cells were harvested and 500 cells per well were suspended in 2.5% FBS medium and plated on top of a field of microscopic fluorescent beads in a 96-well plate. After incubation for 16 hours, cells were fixed and areas of clearing in the fluorescent bead field corresponding to phagokinetic cell tracks were quantified with an NIH ScionImager. The experiment was performed three times independently.

Immunoprecipitation

HME cells and HME/CCN6 siRNA cells were serum-starved for 24 hours and subsequently stimulated for 15 minutes with 25 ng/ml IGF-1. Proteins were obtained by lysing the cells in

Effect of CCN6 inhibition on random motility and invasion. (a) A reconstituted basement membrane invasion chamber assay was used to investigate the effects of CCN6 inhibition on the invasion abilities of HME cells. Representative fields of invaded and stained cells are shown. t test *p < 0.04 vs. control. (b) Cell motility on a field of microscopic fluorescent beads. Representative photomicrographs show the clearing in the fluorescent bead field corresponding to phagokinetic cell tracks. *p < 0.005 vs. control. Experiments were performed independently three times. C1 and C2 are two stable CCN6 deficient clones.
a buffer composed of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P40, 1 mM Na₃VO₄, 1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride, 1 μg/ml leupeptin, and 10 μg/ml aprotinin. The IGF-1R was immunoprecipitated overnight from 500 μg of cell (protein) lysate with anti-IGF-1R monoclonal antibody (Onco-gene, San Diego, CA, USA) at 4°C. After isolation with protein A/G PLUS-Agarose (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA), the immunocomplexes were separated by 7.5% SDS-PAGE. The proteins were transferred to a poly(vinylidene difluoride) membrane and subsequently detected by immunoblotting with anti-IGF-1R β subunit polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Tyrosine phosphorylation of immunoprecipitated IGF-1R was assessed with anti-phosphotyrosine monoclonal antibody PY20 (Transduction Laboratories, Lexington, KY, USA).

**Western blot analysis**
Cells were lysed in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P40, 1 mM Na₃VO₄, 1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride, 1 μg/ml leupeptin, and 10 μg/ml aprotinin). Cell lysates (50 μg of protein) were fractionated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to Immobilon-P membrane (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The membranes were blocked for 1 hour with Tris-buffered saline containing 5% non-fat milk and 0.1% Tween 20. Immobilized proteins were probed with antibodies specific for phosphorylated and total insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1; Upstate Biotechnology), E-cadherin and vimentin monoclonal antibodies (BD Transduction Laboratories) and antibodies against cytokeratin 18 (c-04, ab668, Abcam Inc, Cambridge MA, USA) CCN6 was detected with a polyclonal anti-CCN6 antibody developed against an immunogenic peptide Ac-PEGRPGEVSDAPQRKQ-CONH₂ corresponding to amino acids 31 to 46 of human CCN6 with the assistance of Covance.

**IGF-1 growth assay**
HME/CCN6 siRNA and HME control cells were plated in 96-well plates at a concentration of 5 × 10⁴ cells/ml and serum-starved for 24 hours. Subsequently, 25 ng/ml human recombinant IGF-1 (Upstate Biotechnology) was added. 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium bromide (MTT) reagents were added 24 hours later in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol, and the plate was read at a wavelength of 595 nm. The experiment was performed with triplicate samples.

**S-phase analysis**
HME/CCN6 siRNA and HME control cells were plated at a concentration of 5 × 10⁴ cells/ml and serum-starved for 24 hours. Subsequently, 25 ng/ml human recombinant IGF-1 (Upstate Biotechnology) was added. Serum-starved and IGF-1-treated HME control cells and HME/CCN6 siRNA cells were pulsed for 2 hours with 10 μM bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU; Roche, Indianapolis, IN, USA), harvested with trypsin-EDTA, and fixed with 70% ethanol at -20°C for at least 1 hour.

**Figure 3**
(a) Anchorage-independent growth of human mammary epithelial stable cell lines in soft agar. The upper panels show an assay in soft agar; the lower panels show the colony size under a × 100 magnification of the same wells after 3 weeks in culture. Three independent experiments yielded similar results. (b) Bar graph summarizing the results of three independent experiments in soft agar. (c) CCN6 inhibition induced an increase in phosphorylation of insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor (IGF-1R) and insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1). C1 and C2 are two stable CCN6 deficient clones.
Cells were resuspended in 2 M HCl for 20 minutes at room temperature. After centrifugation, the cell pellets were resuspended in borax (pH 8.5) to neutralize any residual acid. After brief centrifugation the pellets were washed in 1 ml PBS and resuspended for 1 hour in fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled anti-BrdU antibody (catalogue no. 347583; Becton Dickinson San Jose, CA, USA) in the dark. Cells were washed in PBS, resuspended in PBS containing propidium iodide, and analyzed for propidium iodide and BrdU staining on a Becton-Dickinson flow cytometer with the use of Cellquest software. The experiment was performed three times independently.

**Results**

**Expression of CCN6 in immortalized human mammary epithelial cells**

A CCN6-specific receptor has not yet been cloned; blockade of the receptor is therefore not yet feasible as a means of inhibiting CCN6 function. Thus, to investigate the role of CCN6 in the mammary epithelium and in breast tumorigenesis, HME cells were treated with a CCN6 hairpin siRNA. siRNAs silence gene expression in a sequence-specific post-translational way; they therefore constitute a useful strategy for identifying gene function [29].

The expression of CCN6 transcript and protein in HME cells and HME cells stably transfected with CCN6 siRNA were studied by RT-PCR and Western immunoblotting, respectively (Fig. 1a). For subsequent experiments, two clones with CCN6 protein downregulation were selected to study the functional consequences of CCN6 inhibition. The hairpin inhibition of CCN6 protein levels was stable and remained stable 5 months after transfection, as tested by Western blotting.

**CCN6 inhibition is a potent inducer of EMT and triggers motile and invasive properties on mammary epithelial cells**

While the parental HME cells were compact, thick, and ovoid, with rare extended processes, CCN6 inhibition led to cells that were thin, spreading, with stellate shape and numerous cytoplasmic extended processes reminiscent of an epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) (Fig 1b). Consistently, CCN6-deficient cells had loss of the epithelial markers E-cadherin and cytokeratin, whereas they exhibited increased vimentin protein, a characteristic marker for mesenchymal cells (Fig. 1c,d and 1e).

Because E-cadherin is crucial for epithelial cell-cell adhesion and its downregulation has been shown to enhance cellular motility and invasion, we tracked the movement of CCN6-deficient cells and their ability to invade a basement membrane. As shown in Fig. 2, CCN6 deficient cells were much more motile and invasive *in vitro* than the controls.

**CCN6 inhibition promotes anchorage-independent growth, increases IGF-1R phosphorylation and potentiates the mitogenic effects of IGF-1**

Stable inhibition of CCN6 by hairpin siRNA strongly promoted the growth of HME cells in soft agar (Fig. 3). CCN6-deficient cells were able to form colonies in medium supplemented with only 2.5% FBS, whereas HME control cells did not significantly form colonies under these conditions. CCN6-deficient cells formed about 10-fold more colonies than the control cells after 21 days. Furthermore, the colonies formed by the CCN6-deficient cells were much larger than the colonies formed by the control cells.

Our observation of the ability of CCN6-deficient cells to form colonies in soft agar in the presence of limiting serum suggested that these lines might have increased activation of growth receptor tyrosine kinase signaling pathways. This is a well-known mechanism for transformation that allows the cells to grow in the absence, or with minimal amounts, of growth factors [30,31]. Because CCN6 contains an IGFBP motif and once secreted it is able to modulate IGF signaling pathways [27], it was logical to begin our analysis by investigating whether inhibition of CCN6 might directly or indirectly induce the activation of IGF-1R. Stable CCN6 inhibition by hairpin siRNA led to an increase in the phosphorylation of IGF-1R and IRS-1 (Fig. 3c).

Next, we assayed CCN6-deficient cells and controls for their growth ability in serum free medium and in the presence of...
IGF-1 in the condition media. In the complete absence of serum, CCN6-deficient cells were able to survive and were metabolically active when compared to controls (Fig. 4). Upon addition of IGF-1 we observed that inhibition of CCN6 enhanced the growth effects of IGF-1. Inhibition of CCN6 stimulated the growth of HME cells in serum free medium, however, when 25 ng of IGF-1 was added, we noted a 2.5-fold increase in cell growth, which did not increase significantly with increasing concentrations of recombinant IGF-1 in the medium.

While IGF-1 stimulation did not affect the proliferative activity of the control cells, CCN6-deficient cells exhibited a significant increase in the S-phase fraction (Fig. 5). Taken together these data support the hypothesis that loss of CCN6 in HME cells results in loss of a growth regulatory mechanism which enhances the proliferative and growth response to IGF-1.

**Discussion**

In this study we characterize the function of CCN6, a recently identified gene that is lost in inflammatory breast cancer, the most lethal form of breast cancer [6,25]. Here we show that inhibition of CCN6 expression induces the EMT of mammary epithelial cells and results in a highly motile and invasive phenotype. CCN6-deficient cells acquire anchorage-independent growth abilities and exhibit increased growth and proliferative response to IGF-1 through enhanced IGF-1R signaling.

To characterize the function of CCN6 in the breast epithelium, we first analyzed the phenotypic effects of stable inhibition of CCN6 expression by hairpin siRNA. Inhibition of CCN6 profoundly altered the phenotype of human mammary epithelial cells, leading to the acquisition of features of EMT. EMT involves the phenotypic alteration of epithelial cells to fibroblastoid, spindle, migratory, and more malignant cells, which show a mesenchymal gene expression program [32,33], and represents an important *in vitro* correlate of tumor progression [32,33]. Several proteins have been implicated in this process, which involves a dominant transcriptional repression that leads to a downregulation of E-cadherin expression and an increase in the expression of mesenchymal markers. The detailed mechanisms of EMT in breast epithelial cells remain elusive.
On the basis of our studies, inhibition of CCN6 results in a morphologic change towards a mesenchymal phenotype, which is accompanied by a marked downregulation of E-cadherin and cytokeratin, and an increase in vimentin, a mesenchymal marker. Functionally, CCN6 inhibition led to a pronounced increase in cell motility and invasion. The mechanism of E-cadherin downregulation brought about by the loss of CCN6 is intriguing. E-cadherin transcript expression was also inhibited in CCN6-deficient cells, suggesting that this effect is probably exerted at the transcriptional level, by epigenetic mechanisms such as hypermethylation and transcriptional silencing. These results were also obtained when CCN6 was knocked down in MCF10A cells (data not shown). It is possible that the loss of CCN6 might lead to increased methylation of the E-cadherin promoter, which has been shown to be correlated with a loss of E-cadherin expression in breast cancer cell lines and primary invasive ductal and lobular carcinomas of the breast [34,35]. It is also possible that CCN6 loss results in transcriptional silencing of E-cadherin, perhaps by the induction of transcriptional repressors, such as Snail [36,37] and SIP1/ZEB2 [36,37], known to inactivate the E-cadherin promoter. Supporting evidence has recently been reported by Sen and colleagues [38] showing that CCN6 is able to activate the SOX transcription factors by a similar mechanism.

CCN6 inhibition led to the acquisition of anchorage-independent growth abilities even under extremely low serum conditions. We therefore reasoned that loss of CCN6 might impair a central growth regulatory mechanism, rendering the cells more sensitive to the effect of even minimal amounts of growth factors such as EGF and IGF. Although CCN6 inhibition had no effect on the phosphorylation of the EGF receptor (data not shown), it markedly enhanced the growth effects of IGF-1, a potent mitogen for breast epithelial cells [39]. CCN6 inhibition led to an increase in the phosphorylation of IGF-1 and its main downstream target molecule IRS-1. This was coupled with an increase in the metabolic activity of mammary epithelial cells and also in cell proliferation. These data support a role for CCN6 a modulator of the growth effects of IGF-1 on the breast epithelium, and may have clinical implications, as CCN6 loss may mark an epithelium at increased risk of malignant transformation and might constitute a target for breast cancer prevention.

The IGF family of growth factors is crucial in the development and progression of breast cancer. Studies in vitro and in vivo have shown that IGFs promote the proliferation, survival, and metastatic ability of cancer cells [40-43]. The role of IGF-1R in promoting the proliferation of breast cancer cells is well established [39,44,45]. A role for IGF-1R in breast cancer metastases has been shown recently [40]. Compelling epidemiological and clinical data show that high concentrations of IGF-1 in serum are associated with increased mammographic density (one of the strongest predictors of breast cancer risk), and also reliably predict increased breast cancer risk specifically in premenopausal women [46]. High expression of IGF-1R has been demonstrated in most primary human breast cancers when compared with normal or benign breast tissue, and hyperactivation of IGF-1R in breast cancer has been linked with increased radioresistance and cancer recurrence at the primary site [39,44,45]. High levels of IRS-1, a major signaling molecule downstream of the IGF-1R, are correlated with tumor size and shorter disease-free survival in estrogen receptor-positive breast cancer patients [47,48].

The effect of CCN6 inhibition on the phosphorylation of the IGF-1R and IRS-1 is consistent with a growth regulatory effect on the mammary epithelium. The relationship between the IGF family and CCN6 emerges from our previous investigations as well as from another laboratory [14,27,38]. CCN6-rich medium induces a decrease in IGF-1-stimulated IGF-1R phosphorylation in breast cancer cells, and then results in an inhibition of cellular proliferation [27]. In another system, Sen and colleagues [38] reported that anti-IGF-1 neutralizing antibody partly blocks the CCN6-mediated upregulation of COL2A1 mRNA in immortalized chondrocyte cell lines. In view of these data, we postulate that CCN6 may modulate the availability of IGF-1 to the IGF-1R, conceivably by binding and sequestering IGF-1, and/or by interfering with other regulators of the IGF signaling pathway.

**Conclusion**

We propose a model whereby CCN6 serves as an important growth regulatory protein of the mammary epithelium and controls the cellular responses to the growth stimulatory effects of IGF-1. Loss of CCN6 expression alters the phenotype of the breast epithelium and promotes motility and invasion. The CCN6-deficient cells are extremely sensitive to the growth stimulatory effects of IGF-1. The uncontrolled growth may in turn predispose to neoplasia. It is possible that pharmacological restoration of the CCN6 autocrine regulatory loop could be targeted to prevent malignant transformation of mammary epithelial cells.
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Abstract
The discovery of molecular markers to detect the precancerous state would have profound implications in the prevention of breast cancer. We report that the expression of the Polycomb group protein EZH2 increases in histologically normal breast epithelium with higher risk of developing cancer. We identify EZH2 as a potential marker for detecting preneoplastic lesions of the breast in vivo and as a possible target for preventative intervention. (Cancer Res 2006; 66(8): 4095–9)

Introduction
To date, the earliest recognizable precursor of invasive carcinoma of the breast is atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH), the diagnosis of which is based on pathologic criteria. Although ADH is cytologically atypical and architecturally more complex than usual ductal hyperplasia, it still does not have the features necessary for the diagnosis of ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS; ref. 1). Emerging data support the hypothesis that histologically normal breast epithelial cells from healthy women already contain genetic and epigenetic alterations which render them more susceptible to malignant transformation (2, 3). However, molecular markers identifying a precancerous state from otherwise morphologically normal breast epithelial cells remain largely unknown.

We previously reported that EZH2 is an independent predictor of breast cancer recurrence and death (4). The increased EZH2 expression is consistently associated with the aggressive behavior of breast cancer including invasiveness and metastatic potential. EZH2 interfered with the ability of breast cells to repair DNA double-strand breaks, which is a cause of genomic instability and a mechanism of cancer development (5). We propose here that elevated EZH2 protein detects a precancerous state in morphologically normal breast epithelium.

Materials and Methods
Breast sample collection. Breast tissue samples were obtained from the Surgical Pathology files at the University of Michigan with Institutional Review Board approval, and an arbitrary number was assigned to each sample for de-identification purposes. One hundred and nineteen breast tissue samples comprising a wide range of normal, ADH, and DCIS were used (Table 1). Among the 50 histologically normal breast samples, 25 were from healthy women who underwent reduction mammoplasty, 13 derived from women carrying a known BRCA1 heterozygous mutation who underwent a prophylactic mastectomy, and 12 were from women who underwent a biopsy which yielded benign breast parenchyma. BRCA1 mutation status and clinical information was obtained through the Breast and Ovarian Cancer Risk Evaluation Program at the University of Michigan Comprehensive Cancer Center (S.D. Merajver) and chart review, respectively.

Immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemistry was done on tissue sections using standard biotin-avidin complex technique with a mouse monoclonal antibody against EZH2 (1:25, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and a Ki-67 antibody (1:50 DAKO, Carpinteria, CA). DCIS samples were previously immunostained for estrogen receptor (ER) as part of the routine clinical evaluation using a monoclonal anti-ER antibody (clone 6F11, Ventana, Tucson, AZ). Once immunostained, the percentage of EZH2 and Ki-67-expressing epithelial cell nuclei was recorded independently by two observers (L. Ding and C.G. Kleer) in a blinded manner.

Statistical analyses. Statistical analyses were done by the epidemiologist in the study (C. Erdmann). The intensity of EZH2 staining in samples of normal peripheral tissue associated with ADH diagnosis, ADH diagnostic tissue, normal peripheral tissue associated with DCIS diagnosis, ADH peripheral tissue associated with DCIS diagnosis, and DCIS diagnostic tissue were compared with normal tissue obtained from normal individuals using the exact Wilcoxon test as the EZH2 distributions were not normally distributed. $P < 0.05$ was considered statistically significant. Among DCIS patients, the exact Wilcoxon test also was used to compare distributions of EZH2 staining intensities for nuclear grade, ER status, tumor size, and age. All statistical tests were two-sample and two-sided unless otherwise indicated. Spearman's rank correlation ($\rho$) was used to evaluate the correlation between EZH2, Ki-67, and DCIS grade. Spearman's $\rho$ statistic also was used to determine the interrater reliability and the reproducibility of the scoring system.

Results and Discussion
To determine whether the expression level of EZH2 protein increases during the early phases of breast cancer development, we evaluated the expression of EZH2 protein in 119 breast tissue samples comprising a wide range of normal, ADH, and DCIS lesions (Table 1). When expressed, EZH2 was observed in the epithelial cells, mainly in the nucleus as described previously (refs. 4, 6, 7; Fig. 1). As compared with normal breast tissues from reduction mammoplasties that had little or no EZH2 expression (median, 0%), the EZH2 expression was elevated in ADH (median, 10%; Wilcoxon $P = 0.0009$), and was further elevated in DCIS (median, 45%; Wilcoxon $P < 0.0001$; Table 2). The highest percentage of cells expressing EZH2 was observed in high nuclear grade (grade 3) comedo type DCIS (median, 80%; Wilcoxon $P = 0.0005$), which is consistent with the clinical evolution of DCIS, as high nuclear grade DCIs is associated with higher rate of recurrence and shorter disease-free survival interval than low (grade 1) and intermediate (grade 2) nuclear grade lesions (ref. 1; Table 3). These findings suggest that the expression of EZH2 protein increases as breast cancer develops and progress.
Histologically normal lobules adjacent to ADH and DCIS had a ~3-fold and ~15-fold increase in the percentage of cells expressing EZH2 (median, 3% and 15%, respectively), when compared with normal lobules from women without ADH or DCIS (median, 0%; Wilcoxon $P = 0.1005$ and $P < 0.0001$, respectively). Furthermore, EZH2 expression was higher in ADH associated with DCIS (median, 40%) when compared with ADH alone (median, 10%; Wilcoxon paired $P = 0.065$; Fig. 1; Table 2). It is possible that the observed up-regulation of EZH2 in normal epithelium in the vicinity of ADH and DCIS is due to a “field effect” resulting from the activation of signaling pathways triggered by adjacent atypical cells, as has been suggested previously (8, 9). Alternatively, in light of our previous study (4) and present data showing that increased EZH2 expression is associated with progression in both early and late phases of breast cancer development, it is tempting to speculate that the expression of EZH2 in histologically normal epithelium may represent a molecular marker of a precancerous state that is associated with higher risk for the development of invasive breast cancer.

To test this hypothesis, we examined EZH2 expression in normal breast tissues from two populations of patients: BRCA1 mutation carriers and patients with benign lesions. It has been well documented that patients from these two groups have higher risk for breast cancer. First, we determined EZH2 expression in 38 histologically normal breast tissues derived from (a) 13 women carrying a known BRCA1 heterozygous mutation who underwent a prophylactic mastectomy, and (b) 25 patients who underwent a breast reduction and had no personal or family history of breast cancer (Supplementary Table S1). Women who inherit germ line mutations in the BRCA1 gene have an 85% lifetime risk of developing breast cancer by the age of 70 (10). Using immunohistochemistry, we found that BRCA1 mutation carriers had a marked increase in the percentage of epithelial cells expressing EZH2 when compared with controls (median, 25% versus 0%; Wilcoxon $P < 0.0001$; Fig. 2A). Our data suggest that increased EZH2 expression may be associated with higher risk for breast cancer. The elucidation of the possible relationship between EZH2 and BRCA1 genes warrants further investigation.

Prospective and retrospective studies have shown that healthy women who undergo a breast biopsy for benign breast disease have a relative risk of breast cancer of 1.5 to 1.6 compared with women in the general population, and that this risk persists for at least 25 years after the initial biopsy (11–13). Despite advances in the understanding of the molecular mechanisms leading to breast cancer, the only risk factors identified to date for breast cancer after the diagnosis of benign breast disease include the histologic classification of a benign breast lesion and a Posit family history of breast cancer (11). We next determined EZH2 expression levels in 12 benign breast

---

**Table 1. Clinical and pathologic characteristics of patients in this study ($n = 119$)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Reductions</th>
<th>Biopsies</th>
<th>Prophylactic mastectomies (BRCA1)</th>
<th>ADH, no.</th>
<th>DCIS, no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal/fibrocystic changes, no.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reductions</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biopsies</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prophylactic mastectomies (BRCA1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADH, no.</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCIS, no.</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age, years (range)</td>
<td></td>
<td>59 (36-90)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median size, cm (range)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1 (0.1-5.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear grade, no. (%)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 (25.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14 (29.17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22 (45.83)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER status</td>
<td>Negative, no. (%)</td>
<td>13 (27.08)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive, no. (%)</td>
<td>30 (62.50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown, no. (%)</td>
<td>5 (10.42)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1.** EZH2 expression is elevated in histologically normal breast epithelium and in ADH associated with DCIS (original magnification, ×200).
tissue samples from women with no family history or personal history of breast cancer (Supplementary Table S1). Seven women developed cancer within the following 12 years, and five did not. Consistently, we found that the histologically normal breast tissues from patients who developed cancer had significant up-regulation of EZH2 (median, 20%) when compared with patients who did not develop cancer (median, 5%; Wilcoxon P = 0.0088; Fig. 2B). These results further support the hypothesis that increased EZH2 expression in normal tissues is correlated with higher risk of breast cancer. These data may have profound clinical implications as the increasing use of mammography has resulted in an increased number of benign breast biopsies. Furthermore, the discovery of markers of breast cancer risk is necessary for the development of strategies to prevent breast cancer progression. Our data support the theory that precursors to breast cancer exist in histologically normal breast tissues and offer a way to identify such precursors.

EZH2 expression has been linked with cellular proliferation in breast and other neoplasms (6, 7, 14–16). Consistent with this, we found that EZH2 was expressed in epithelial cells undergoing mitosis (data not shown). Whereas EZH2 and the proliferative marker Ki-67 were nearly undetectable in normal breast samples from reductions, both were up-regulated in DCIS, and their levels increased with advancing histologic atypia (Spearman’s ρ = 0.77; Fig. 3). Despite this positive correlation, the percentage of DCIS cells expressing EZH2 was higher than the percentage of Ki-67 positive cells suggesting that although EZH2 may be associated with the proliferative capacity of breast epithelial cells, it may have other nonproliferative functions in carcinogenesis. These data are in agreement with a previous study in bronchial carcinogenesis (16). Similar results were also observed in breast tissues from patients who underwent a benign biopsy (Fig. 2B). In this group of patients, even though EZH2 and Ki-67 (17) were elevated in women who later developed carcinoma compared with those who did not, EZH2 expression was higher than Ki-67. Notably, whereas EZH2 expression was higher in normal breast tissues from BRCA1 mutation carriers, Ki-67 remained low (Fig. 2A), further suggesting that EZH2 has nonproliferative functions during neoplastic transformation. Our data show that, EZH2 is a more sensitive marker than Ki-67 to predict breast cancer risk.

### Table 2. Comparison of EZH2 expression according to the pathologic diagnosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathologic diagnosis</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>EZH2 median</th>
<th>EZH2 range</th>
<th>P*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal/fibrocystic changes</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal/fibrocystic changes associated with ADH</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>0.1005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADH</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0-50</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal/fibrocystic changes associated with DCIS</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>0-80</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADH associated with DCIS</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>10-80</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCIS</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Compared with normal/FCC group, Wilcoxon exact test.

### Table 3. Associations between EZH2 protein expression and clinical pathologic characteristics of patients with DCIS (n = 48)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
<th>EZH2 (median)</th>
<th>EZH2 (range)</th>
<th>P*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 (25.00)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14 (29.17)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>0.5138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22 (45.83)</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>10-100</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>30 (62.50)</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>13 (27.08)</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>0.3657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>5 (10.42)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor size (cm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>35 (72.92)</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥2</td>
<td>13 (27.08)</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>10-100</td>
<td>0.3455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>12 (25.00)</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>20-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥50</td>
<td>32 (66.67)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>0.0615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>4 (8.33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Wilcoxon exact test.

1P values between tumor grades 1 and 3 is 0.0005, between tumor grades 2 and 3 is 0.0011.
The advantage of using immunohistochemistry is that it is straightforward, widely available, and it allows for the evaluation of protein expression in situ, with direct visualization of the specific EZH2-expressing cells. We were able to achieve high interobserver reliability, as well as high reproducibility using our scoring method ($q = 0.96, P < 0.001$; and $q = 0.89, P < 0.0001$, respectively).

In conclusion, EZH2 detection in tissues by immunohistochemistry could potentially constitute the basis for a diagnostic test that distinguishes histologically normal breast tissues at higher risk for neoplastic progression. Finally, targeting EZH2 may provide a novel way to prevent breast cancer in women with increased risk at an earlier stage.
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Figure 3. Expression of EZH2 and Ki-67 in DCIS. A, H&E staining of DCIS of nuclear grades 1, 2, and 3, and corresponding EZH2 and Ki-67 protein expression. EZH2 and Ki-67 proteins increase with advancing nuclear grade of the DCIS (original magnification, ×200). B, box plots illustrating that EZH2 and Ki-67 proteins are significantly higher in high nuclear grade DCIS (grade 3) when compared with low and intermediate grades (1 and 2). Note that the magnitude of association between EZH2 and DCIS grade is stronger than that for Ki-67 and DCIS grade.